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WARNING

Dangerous voltages are present in the test set when arranged for operation with an external

power source above 25 volts. Disconnect the external power before replacing any parts inside

the test set.



Changes now in force: CI and C3

TECHNICAL MANUAL

TEST SETS 1-49, I-49-A, AND I-49-B AND RESISTANCE BRIDGES

ZM-4A/U AND ZM-4B/U

TM 11-2019 HEADQUARTERS,

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY

CHANGE NO. 3 WASHINGTON, D. C, 19 September 1963

TM 11-2019. 17 October 1957, is changed as follows:

Note: The parenthetical reference to previous changes (example: C2, 14 Oct 58)

indicates that pertinent material was published in that change.

Page 5. Add paragraph 1.1 after paragraph 1.

1.1. Index of Publications

Refer to the latest issue ofDA Pam 310-4 to determine whether there are new editions,

changes, or additional publications pertaining to your equipment. DA Pam 310-4 is an

index of current technical manuals, technical bulletins, supply bulletins, lubrication

orders, and modification work orders which are available through publications supply

channels. The index lists the individual parts (-10, -20, -35P, etc.) and the latest

Changes to and revisions of each equipment publication.

Delete paragraph 2 (as changed by C2, 14 Oct 62) and substitute:

2. Forms and Records

a. Reports of Maintenance and Unsatisfactory Equipment. Use equipment forms and

records in accordance with instructions in TM 38-750.

b. Report of Damaged or Improper Shipment. Fill out and forward DD Form 6

(Report of Damaged or Improper Shipment) as prescribed in AR 700-58 (Army),

NAVSANDA Publication 378 (Navy), and AFR 71-4 (Air Force).

c. Reporting of Equipment Manual Improvements. The direct reporting by the

individual user of errors, omissions, and recommendations for improving this manual

is authorized and encouraged. DA Form 2028 (Recommended changes to DA technical

manual parts lists or supply manual 7, 8, or 9) will be used for reporting these im

provements. This form will be completed in triplicate using pencil, pen, or typewriter.

The original and one copy will be forwarded direct to: Commanding Officer, U.S. Army

Electronics Materiel Support Agency, ATTN: SELMS-MP, Fort Monmouth, N.J., 07703.

One information copy will be furnished to the individual's immediate supervisor (e.g.,

officer, noncommissioned officer, supervisor, etc.).

Page 15, paragraph 15h (as changed by C2, 14 Oct 58). Delete the first two sentences

and substitute:

It has been determined (par. 13b) that a cable pair in a length of spiral-four cable

is shorted. The cable temperature is 68°F. and the resistance per loop mile of

loaded spiral-four cable at 68*F. is 92.6 ohms.

*ThU change supersedes C2. 14 October 1958.
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Page 18, paragraph 18g(2) (as changed by C2. 14 Oct 58). In the equation, change

««-Bg" to: -BRg.

Page 19, paragraph 18j(5) (as changed by C2. 14 Oct 58). In the equation, change:

"A(R + Rb-BRg" . A(R + Rb)-BRg3TTB t0: B

Page 33, figure 17, caption (as changed by C2. 14 Oct 1958). Change ' Figure 17" to:

Figure 11.

Paragraph 2 9c (2). Change to:

(2) Distance from test point to ground , 61.6 x 89.9 , 5,538 feet

Paragraph 29c (3) (as changed by C2, 14 Oct 62). Change to:

(3) Distance from far end to ground , 61.6 x 22.5 , 1.386 feet

Page 36. paragraph 33a. chart (as changed by C2. 14 Oct 58). In the right-hand column,

second item, change "17.4 per 100 ft)" to: (17.4 per 1,000 ft).

In footnote b. line 3 change '.6-milliheavies" to: 6-millihenries. Paragraph 33b chart

(as changed by C2, 14 Oct 58). Right-hand column. Change the heading to: Maximum dc

res per loop mi at 68°F.(ohms)a.

Add the following footnote below the table.

aActual conductor resistance may be lower because of manufacturing variation. For

exact resistance either refer to station records or use the test set to measure the

resistance of a known length of the conductor and use the measurement to compute

the resistance per loop mile.

Page 38. Delete section I and substitute:

Section I. PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE

35. Scope of Maintenance

The maintenance duties assigned to the operator and organizational repairman of the

test set are listed below together with a reference to the paragraphs covering the

specific maintenance function. The duties assigned require the use of tools and test

equipment listed in TM 11-6625-249-12P.

au Daily preventive maintenance checks and services (par. 38).

b. Weekly preventive maintenance checks and services (par. 38.1).

c. Cleaning (par. 38.2).

_d. Monthly preventive maintenance checks and services (par. 38.4).

e. Touchup painting (par. 38.5).

36. Preventive Maintenance

Preventive maintenance is the systematic care, servicing, and inspection of equipment

to prevent the occurrence of trouble, to reduce downtime, and to assure that the equip

ment is serviceable.

a. Systematic Care. The procedures given in paragraphs 37 through 38.5 cover

routine systematic care and cleaning essential to proper upkeep and operation of the

equipment.

b. Preventive Maintenance Checks and Services. The preventive maintenance checks

and services chart (pars. 38 , 38.1 and 38.4) outline functions to be performed at specific

intervals. These checks and services are to maintain Army electronic equipment in a

combat serviceable condition; that is, in good general (physical) condition and in good

operating condition. To assist operators in maintaining combat serviceability, the

charts indicate what to check, how to check, and what the normal conditions are; the
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References column lists the illustrations paragraphs, or manuals that contain detailed

repair or replacement procedures. If the defect cannot be remedied by performing the

corrective actions listed, higher echelon maintenance or repair is required. Records

and reports of these checks and services must be made in accordance with the require

ments set forth in TM 38-750.

Delete section II heading.

Delete paragraphs 37 and 38, (as changed by C2, 14 Oct 58) and substitute:

37. Preventive Maintenance Checks and Services Periods

Preventive maintenance checks and services of the test set are required daily, weekly,

and monthly. Paragraphs* 38, 38.1 and 38.4 specify the items to be checked and serviced.

In addition to the routine daily, weekly and monthly checks and services, the equipment

should be rechecked and serviced immediately before going on a mission and as soon

after completion of the mission as possible.

38. Daily Preventive Maintenance Checks and Services Chart

Sequence

Item Procedure References

1 Be sure the equipment is complete. TM 11-6625-

249- 12P.

2 Clean dirt and moisture from exposed surfaces of Par. 38.2

housing cabinet, control panel, and the meter

window .

3 Knobc, dials, and During operation (items 5 below), observe that the

mechanical action of each knob, dial, and switch

is smooth and free of external or internal binding.

4 Meter movement During operation (item 5 below), check for sticking

galvanometer movement.

5 Operate the equipment according to paragraph 40. Par. 40.

38. 1. Weekly Preventive Maintenance Checks and Services Chart

Sequence

No. Item Procedure References

1 Handle, hinges, and Hand check for looseness of the handle, latch,

and hinges .

2 Batteries Inspect dry batteries for leakage .

3 Preservation ------- Inspect exposed metal surfaces for rust and corrosion

If present, touchup paint the bare spots.

Par. 38.5.

38.2. Cleaning

Inspect the exterior of the test set. The exterior surfaces should be clean, and free

of dust, dirt, grease, and fungus.
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a. Remove dust and loose dirt with a clean soft cloth.

Warning: Cleaning compound is flammable and its fumes are toxic. Provide adequate

ventilation. Do not use near a flame.

b. Remove grease, fungus, and ground-in dirt from the case; use a cloth dampened

(not wet) with Cleaning Compound, (Federal stock No. 7930-395-9542).

c. Remove dust or dirt from binding posts with a brush.

Caution: Do not press on the meter face (glass) when cleaning. The meter may be

come damaged.

d. Clean the panel, meter, and control knobs; use a soft clean cloth. If necessary

dampen the cloth with water; mild soap may be used.

38.3. Monthly Maintenance

Perform the maintenance functions indicated in the monthly preventive maintenance

checks and services chart (par. 38.4) once each month. A month is defined as approxi

mately 30 calendar days of 8-hour-per-day operation. If the equipment is operated 16

hours a day, the monthly preventive maintenance checks and services should be per

formed at 15-day intervals. Adjustment of the maintenance interval must be made to

compensate for any unusual operating conditions. Equipment maintained in a standby

(ready for immediate operation) condition must have monthly preventive maintenance

checks and services performed on it. Equipment in limited storage (requires service

before operation) does not require monthly preventive maintenance.

38.4. Monthly Preventive Maintenance Checks and Services Chart

Sequence

Item Procedure References

1 Resistors Inspect resistors for cracks, blistering, or

other detrimental defect.

2 Connectors Inspect connectors for sung fit and good contact.

3 See that all publications are complete,

serviceable, and current.

DA Pam

310-4.

4 Modifications Check DA Pam 310-4 to determine if new applic

able MWO'i have been published. All urgent

MWO's must be applied immediately. All

normal MWO's must be scheduled.

TM 38-750

and DA

310-4.

5 Check all spare parts (operator and organizational)

for general condition and method of storage .

There should be no evidence of overstock, and

all shortages should be on valid requisitions.

TM 11-

6625-305-

12P.

38.5. Touchup Painting Instructions

Clean rust and corrosion from metal surfaces by lightly sanding them with fine sand

paper. Brush two thin coats of paint on the bare metal to protect if from further cor

rosion. Refer to the applicable cleaning and refinishingpractices specified in TM 9-213.

Page 39. Delete figure 13( as changed by C2, 14 Oct 58).

Page 40. Delete figure 14 (as changed by C2, 14 Oct 58).

Page 55. Add the appendix after chapter 6.
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APPENDIX

REFERENCES

Following is a list of applicable publications available to the operator and repair

men of Test Sets 1-49. 1-49-A, I-49-B, and Resistance Bridges ZM-4A/U and ZM-4B/U.

DA Pam 310-4 Index of Technical Manuals, Technical Bulletins, Supply

Bulletins, Lubrication Orders, and Modification Work

Orders.

TM 9-213 Painting Instructions for Field Use.

TM 11-6625-203-12 Operator and Organizational Maintenance Multimeter AN/

URM-105, including Multimeter ME-77/U.

TM 11-6625-249-12P Operator's and Organizational Maintenance Repair Parts

and Special Tools List and Maintenance Allocation Chart

for Resistance Bridges. ZM-4A/U and ZM-4B/U.

TM 11-6625-249-35P Field and depot Maintenance Repair Parts and Special Tools

List for Resistance Bridges ZM-4A/U and ZM-4B/U.

TM 38-750 The Army Equipment Record System and Procedures.
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By Order of the Secretary of the Army

Official:

J. C. LAMBERT,

Major General, United States Army,

The Adjutant General.

EARLE G. WHEELER,

General, United States Army,
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6-575 11-57 11-597

6-577 11-97 29-56

11-7 11-98 32-500

11-16 11-117 39-51

11-25 11-155 55-225

11-27 11-157 5-S227

11-35 11-158 57
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY TECHNICAL MANUAL

DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE TECHNICAL ORDER

TM 11-2919

TO 33A1-12-16-1

Cl

TEST SETS 1-49. I-49-A. AND I-49-B AND RESISTANCE BRIDGES ZM-4A/U

AND ZM-4B/U

TM 11-2019

TO 33A1-12-15-1

Changes No. 1

DEPARTMENTS OF THE ARMY

AND THE AIR FOP^S

Washington 25, D. C, S4 Funwy 1968

TM 11-2019/TO 33A 1-12-15-1, 17 October 1957, is changed as indicated so that the manual also

applies to the following equipment:

OHm Ma

Resistance Bridge ZM-4B/U 42796- Phila-57 1 through 854

Front cover. Add dash between 49A and 49B

as showo in title above.

Page 5, chapter 1. Add the following note below

the title of chapter 1 :

Sou Resistance Bridge ZM-4B/U procured on Order

No. 4279(»-Philn-57 is similar to Resistance Bridge*

ZM-4B/U procured on Order* No. 26738-Phila-53 and

3358-Phila-52.

Page 41. paragraph 40, chart, step 9. Make

the following changes:

In "normal indication" column delete

"Pointer does not move".

In "corrective action" column, line 3, after

"power" add: If pointer does not deflect

in either direction make checks listed

below.

Page 48, paragraph 48, chart. Transpose the

headings of the first two columns.

Page 48, paragraph 49. Make the following

changes:

Subparagraph a{ !)(*). Add the following

note after subparagraph (b) :

Not*. II a complete rotary twitch and

resistor assembly U available, replace the

complete assembly. If Individual replacement

resistor* only are available, replace defective

resistors a* described below

(AO 413 6 (12 Fab 68)1

Subparagraph a(2)(a). Add the following

note after subparagraph (a) :

Sou In the ZM-4B/U purchased oa Order

No. 42796-Phila-S7. a screw and washer at*

used to fasten the wiper* to the rotary switch

Page St, figure 25. Change "NOTE" to:

NOTES.

Number the existing note 1 and add the

following :

2. WIRING OF ZM-4B/U ON ORDER

NO; 42796-PHILA-57 DIFFERS AS

FOLLOWS:

Intcrcooiwetlonf Oafar

R3 TO 87. TERM 1 BRN

RED

ORN

YEL

R2TO 88, TERM I

Rl TO 89, TERM 1

Rl TO Ml

Page 68, paragraph* 53 and 54, charts. Changs

footnote (*) in each chart to read :

'Tolerances for Resistance Bridge ZM-4B/U

purchased on Orders No. 3358-Phila-52,

25738-Phila-63, and 42794-Pblla-57.
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VSAR: None

For explanation U abbreviations lined, see AK 320-50

Fltsaimona AH 6-225

WRAMC 6-226

AFIP 6-300

AMS 6-315

Port of Emb (OS) 6-316

Tram) Terminal Comd 6-575

Armv Terminals 6-577

OS Sup Age; 11-7

USA Sig Pub Agey 11-15

USA Sig Comin fcugr Agey 11-16

U8A Comm Agey 11-25

TASSA 11-27

USA Sig Kqp Spt Agey 11-57

USA White Sands Sig Agey 11-95

Yuma Test Sta 11-98

Dug* ay Pti 11-127

USA Elct PC 11-128

Benicia Areen.il 11-500 (AA-AE)

Frank ford Arsenal 11-537

Raritan Arsenal 11-557

Red River Arseual 1 1-587

Redstone Arsenal 11-592

Sig Fid Maint Sliopa 11-597

Sig Ub 20-300

Mil Dist 32-55

JBLSMC 32-50

Units organized under following 32-000

TOE,a: 39-51

0-278 55-56

tt-100 55-225

6-120 55-227

6-126

6-200
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*TM 11-2019/TO 33A1-12-15-1

Technical Manual) DEPARTMENTS OF THE ARMY AND

No. 11-2019 THE AIR FORCE

Technical Order '

No. 38A1-12-15-1 Washington 25, D. C. 17 October 1957

TEST SETS 1-49, 1-49-A, AND 1-49-B

AND

RESISTANCE BRIDGES ZM-4A/U AND ZM-4B/U

Chapter

Section

Chapter 2.

Section I.

II.

Paragraph

1. INTRODUCTION

I. General.

Scope 1

Forms and records 2

II. Description and data.

Purpose and use 3

Technical characteristics 4

Description 5

Differences in models 6

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

Service upon receipt of test set.

Unpacking and checking 7

Additional equipment required 8

Operation.

Controls, binding posts, and galvanometer 9

Preparation for use 10

Battery installation 11

External' power connections —.. 12

Identification of faults 13

Measurement of loop or unknown resistance 14

Simple loop test for locating short 15

Simple loop test for locating cross 16

Simplified Varley loop test for locating ground

Regular Varley loop test for locating ground, short, or cross 18

Three-Varley method for locating ground, short, or cross 19

Murray loop test for locating ground, short, or cross 20

Modified Murray loop test for locating ground, short, or cross 21

Hilborn loop test for locating ground, short, or cross 22

Capacitance tests for locating open in single par 28

Capacitance test for locating open in quadded cable 24

Locating 1 fault in split pairs 26

Locating fault in split quads 26

Locating branch circuit faults 27

Compensating for induced foreign voltage 28

Distance to fault in nonloaded circuit of uniform gage wire 29

Distanci i to fault in circuit with nonuniform gage wire 80

Distance to fault in circuit with loading coils 81

Resistance correction for temperature variations 82

Wire and cable resistance tables 88

Use of test set as resistance box 84

•This manual supersedes TM 11-2019/TO 33A1-1 2-15-1, 12 August 1944, including C 1, 18 January

tod C 2, 17 October 1966.
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Chaptb S. ORGANIZATIONAL MAINTENANCE

Section L Organiiational tooli, materiali, and tut equipment.

Organisational tools and maintenance material*. 85 38

Organisational test equipment . - 36 38

IL Preventive maintenance and troubleshooting.

Daily and weekly preventive maintenance. —— 37 38

Monthly preventive maintenance. ~ - 38 88

Organisational troubleshooting. 39 88

Equipment performance check Mat........... 40 41

CHAraB 4. THEORY

Basic bridge circuit 41

Loop test circuits. ~ *2 *3

Test circuit for location of opens. *3 *6

Galvanometer sensitivity circuit 44 46

CharbB 6. FIELD AND DEPOT MAINTENANCE

Section I. Tools and test equipment

Tools. 46 47

Test equipment — 46 47

II. Troubleshooting and repair.

Troubleshooting procedure 47 47

Troubleshooting chart 48 47

Removal and replacement of parts 49 48

Switch adjustments. 60 *•

III. Final testing.

Purpose of final testing » 61 60

Galvanometer test _ _ _ 62 60

Test of decades and multiplier resistors 63 60

Murray circuit test ~ 64 68

Chaptek 6. SHIPMENT AND LIMITED STORAGE AND DEMOLITION TO

PREVENT ENEMY USE

Repackaging for shipment and limited storage. 66 66

Demolition . « 66 66
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Section I. GENERAL

1. Scope

a. This manual covers the installation, op

eration, and maintenance of Test Sets 1-49,

I-49-A, and I-49-B, and Resistance Bridges

ZM-4A/U and ZM-4B/U (fig. 1).

b. The term test set is used in this manual

to refer to any of the above models. Official

nomenclature followed by (*) is used to indi

cate all models of the nomenclatured equip

ments. Thus, Test Set I-49-(*) represents

Test Sets 1-49, I-49-A, and I-49-B; Resist

ance Bridge ZM-4(*)/U represents Resistance

Bridges ZM-4A/U and ZM-4B/U.

c. Forward comments on this publication di

rect to Commanding Officer, United States

Army Signal Publications Agency, Fort Mon

mouth, N. J.

2. Forms and Records

a. Unsatisfactory Equipment Reports.

(1) Fill out and forward DA Form 468

(Unsatisfactory Equipment Report)

to Commanding Officer, United States

Army Signal Equipment Support

Agency, Fort Monmouth, N. J., as

prescribed in AR 700-88.

(2) Fill out and forward AFTO Form 29

(Unsatisfactory Report) to Com

mander, Air Materiel Command,

Wright-Patterson Air Force Base,

Ohio, as prescribed in AF TO 00-

85D-54.

b. Damaged or Improper Shipment. Fill out

and forward DD Form 6 (Report of Damaged

or Improper Shipment) as prescribed in AR

700-58 (Army) ; Navy Shipping Guide, Ar

ticle 1850-4 (Navy); and AFR 71-4 (Air

Force) .

c. Preventive Maintenance Forms (figs. 13

and 14).

(1) Prepare DA Form 11-288 (Operator

First Echelon Maintenance Check List

for Signal Corps Equipment (Radio

Communication, Direction Finding,

Carrier, Radar) ) in accordance with

instructions on the back of the form.

(2) Prepare DA Form 11-289 (Second

and Third Echelon Maintenance Check

List for Signal Corps Equipment (Ra

dio Communication, Direction Find

ing, Carrier, Radar)) in accordance

with instructions on the back of the

form.

Section II. DESCRIPTION AND DATA

3. Purpose and Use

a. Test Set 1-49- (*) and Resistance Bridge

ZM-4(*)/U are portable Wheatstone bridges

used to measure the direct current (dc) re

sistance of communication and power lines.

The resistance measurements are used to de

termine if a line or cable is faulty and the

type and approximate location of the fault.

The test sets are used also to measure the dc

resistance of electrical components and as aux

iliary resistance boxes.

b. The test sets are used by maintenance

personnel at central office testing stations and

at field test points. All models are functionally

interchangeable.

4. Technical Characteristics

Voltage aource Either internal or external.

Voltage requirement:

Internal 4.5 volte de (8 Batteries

BA-80).

External 22.6 volte to 200 volte dc

(P«. 12)

TAOO 2S21A
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Resistance) lurement:

Accuracy...........—............

Resistance box :

Range ——...

Current limitations.

.J ohm to 1.011 megohms

(1,011,000 ohms).

.±.15 percent

.0 to 10,110 ohms

..016 to .5 amperes

(P*r.84)

5. Description

(fig. 1)

«. Each Test Set I-49-C) and Resistance

Bridge ZM-4(*)/U is housed in either a

wooden or metal carrying case (par. 6) about

5% inches high, 7^4 inches wide, and 8%

inches deep. Each test set weighs about 8

pounds.

b. All operating controls and a galvanometer

are mounted on the top panel and are accessible

when the cover is raised. Binding posts for all

external connections are mounted on the top

panel also. A plate on one side of the case cov

ers the battery compartment.

6. Differences in ModsIs

Item

Tmt set

1-4,9 I-tt-A and EM-4B/U

Wooden, nonwater- Metal, waterproof. Same as 1-49-A

Same as 1-49.

SameasI-49-A.

Same as 1-49.

proof.

Cam-type, doubleRES-VAR-MUR

switch.

Turn-type, single

bank, located at front

edge of panel (fig.

bank, located at rear

of control panel

(fig. S).

Round, knurled, do not

1).

Line Binding post*. Hexagonal, with center

connector for Hmthwi-

Same as 1-49. Sam* as 1-49.

type plug (fig. 3).

Mounted in center of

panel (fig. 3).

type plug (fig. 1).

Mounted along rear

edge of panel (flg.1).

GA switch and BA

twitch.

Same as 1-49.

6
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CHAPTER 2

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

Section I. SERVICE UPON RECEIPT OF TEST SET

7. Unpacking and Checking

(fig. 2)

a. Packaging Data. Each test set is pack

aged in a water-resistant 7- by 9- by 11-inch

corrugated fiberboard carton and packed with

a quantity of similarly packaged test sets in

a nailed wooden packing case reinforced with

metal straps. The volume of the packaged

test set is approximately .4 cubic foot.

b. Removing Contents.

(1) Cut the metal straps at a point below

the wooden cover and fold them back

carefully.

(2) Remove the nails from the wooden

cover with a nail puller and remove

the cover.

(3) Cut the moistureproof barrier care

fully with a sharp knife and remove

the packaged test sets.

(4) Cut open each corrugated fiberboard

carton, open the moisture-vaporproof

barrier, and remove the technical

manuals and the test set.

Caution: When cutting the corru

gated fiberboard cartons, be careful

not to damage the technical manuals

or the case of the test set.

c. Checking. Inspect the test set for dam

age. If damaged, refer to paragraph 2.

8. Additional Equipment Required

The items listed below are required for use

with the ZM-4(*)/U and 1-49-(*). None

is supplied as part of the test set.

o. Three Batteries BA-30 are required when

the test set is to be operated with an internal

voltage supply.

b. One Battery BA-6S (or equivalent source

of 45-volts dc) is required as an external volt

age source to obtain maximum accuracy when

measuring resistance values above 10,000 ohms.

g. A Test Set TS-190/U or equivalent tele

phone test receiver is required for locating

opens with the ZM-4(*)/U and I-49-C).

d. A Cable Splicer.s Test Set TS-420/U (TM

11-2069) or equivalent oscillator is required

as a source of 500 cycle test tone for locating

opens with the ZM-4(»)/U and I-49-(*).

e. A single-pole, double-throw switch and a

14-microfarad capacitor are required to com

pensate for induced foreign voltage.

/. A 1- or 2-microfarad capacitor is re

quired for locating an open in a single pair

of wires.

p. A 0- to 6,500-ohm, .5 watt variable re

sistor is required for operation of the test

set with external voltages between 45 and

200 volts.

Section II. OPERATION

9. Controls, Binding Posts, and

Galvanometer

(fig. 3)

The galvanometer, mounted on the test set

panel, indicates the degree of balance of the

test set circuit. Identification and function of

the controls and binding posts are listed in

a and b below.

a. Control*.

TAGO 2821A
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Function

Uniti decade dial

Tens decade dial

Hundreds decade dial

Thousands decade dial

Adjusts resistance from 0 to 10 ohms in 1-ohm steps.

Adjusts resistance from 0 to 100 ohms in 10-ohm steps.

Adjusts resistance from 0 to 1,000 ohms in 100-ohm steps.

Adjusts resistance from 0 to 9,000 ohms in 1,000-ohm steps.

1 100

MULTIPLY BY dial Positions 1,000 through T" indicate ratio factors used to convert decade dial readings

into resistance measurements.

Positions M 1000, M 100, and M 10 indicate a significant value used in computations

RES-VAR-MUR switch

BA switch

GA switch

for Murray and Hilborn tests.

Arranges test set circuitry for various tests.

GA SENS switches .01, .1,

Arranges test set circuitry for test with either internal or external battery.

Arranges galvanometer in test circuit as required for various tests.

Control sensitivity of galvanometer circuit.

and 1.

Pointer lock

Zeroing knob

Galvanometer screw

Locks galvanometer pointer during transportation of test set

Adjusts galvanometer to zero.

Locks galvanometer at zero setting.

b. Binding Posts.

ft- Function

Ground binding post Connection point for ground

lead.

Line binding post XI Connection points for line or

unknown resistance.andX2.

BA- and BA+ binding Connection points for external

battery.posts

Galvanometer binding

posts GA1 and GA2.

Rh binding post

Connection points for external

galvanometer.

10. Preparation for Use

Connection point for use of

test set as a resistance box

(line binding post X2 used

for other connection point).

(fig. 3)

Place the test set on a level surface as near

as practicable to the test point and prepare

the test set as follows:

a. Galvanometer Adjustment.

(1) If the test set galvanometer is to be

used, slide the pointer lock toward

the meter scale as far as it will go.

If the pointer does not balance at the

center of the scale, loosen the gal

vanometer screw, adjust the zeroing

knob until the pointer balances at the

center of the scale, and tighten the

galvanometer screw.

(2) If an external galvanometer is to be

used, loosen the galvanometer screw

to disconnect the test set galvanom

eter. Connect the external galvanom

eter to GA binding posts land 2 (nega

tive to 2) , and adjust the external gal

vanometer to zero.

b. Power Source.

(1) Internal. If power for the test cir

cuit is to be supplied by the test set,

turn the BA switch to INT and in

stall three Batteries BA-30 (par. 11).

(2) External. If external power is to

be used, turn the BA switch to EXT

and connect the external power to

the BA binding posts (par. 12). Be

sure to observe the correct polarity

as marked on the test set panel near

the BA binding posts.

c. Preoperational Test.

(1) Position the following controls as in

dicated :

(a) GA switch to RVM.

(6) RES-VAR-MUR switch to RES.

(c) MULTIPLY BY dial to 1/1.

(d) Units, hundreds, and thousand*

decade dials to 0.

(e) Tens decade dial to 5.

(2) Connect a jumper across line bind

ing posts X1 and X2.

TAOO ststA 9



I MULTIPLY BY | | Rh |

DIAL BINDING

POST

SWITCH

| RES-VAR-MUR |

SWITCH

THOUSANDS

'DECADE DIAL

BINDING

POSTS

HUNDREDS

DECADE

DIAL

 

ZEROING

KNOB

POINTER

LOCK

GALVANOMETER

GALVANOMETER

SCREW SWITCHES

BINDING

POSTS

[BA]

SWITCH

UNITS,

DECADE

DIAL

TENS

DECADE

DIAL

TM20I9-4

Figure 3. Operating controls, 1-49, 1-49-B, and ZM-4A/U.

(3) Press the GA SENS .01 switch and

release it immediately. If the pointer

of the galvanometer deflects to the

left (^) and returns to zero, the

test set is ready for use. If the pointer

deflects to the right (+), reverse the

polarity of the power source. If the

pointer does not deflect in either di

rection, the test set is faulty and

maintenance is required.

1 1 . Battery Installation

(fig. 4)

a. Remove the plate screw from each cor

ner of the plate on the side of the test set

(all models except the ZM-4B/U on Order

No. 15600-Phila-55) . Use a wide-faced screw

driver to unscrew the large round bakelite

plug from the left side of the ZM-4B/U (Or

der No. 15600-Phila-55).

6. Insert three Batteries BA-30 into the bat

tery compartment. Be sure to insert the bot

tom of each battery first. When inserted prop

erly, the batteries are in series and the center

terminal of the last battery installed is ex

posed.

c. Replace the plate (or bakelite plug).

Note. Batteries are not furnished with the test sets.

Always remove the batteries before storage.

12. External Power Connections

(fig. 3)

Use an external dc voltage when measur

ing resistances above 1,000 ohms to obtain

more accurate results than are possible with

use of the power supplied by the batteries

10 TAGO 2321A
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7

PLATE

-J

TM20I9-3

Figure A. Teat set, side view.

in the test set. Do not use an external voltage

below 22.5 volts unless no other source of dc

is available. Use of an external voltage below

22.5 volts results in decreased sensitivity of

the test set. Connect the external voltage as

follows :

a. If the external voltage is 45 volts or

less, connect the voltage to the BA— and

BA+ binding posts. When making the con

nections, observe the polarity as indicated on

the test set panel.

b. If the external voltage is above 45 volts,

connect a variable resistor (0 to 6,500 ohms,

.5 watt) in series with the voltage before

connecting power to the test set. Adjust the

resistor to add a resistance of 40 ohms for

each volt in excess of 45 volts. The external

voltage must not exceed 200 volts.

13. Identification of Faults

a. Grounded Wire.

(1) Adjust the galvanometer (par. 10a).

(2) Set the GA switch to RVM (fig. 3).

(3) Set the RES-VAR-MUR switch to

VAR.

<4) Set the MULTIPLY BY dial to M

1000.

(5) Connect the ground binding post to

the cable sheath or steel braid (spiral-

four) . If the cable is rubber-covered,

connect the binding post to a good

ground.

(6) Press the GA SENS 1 switch and

touch each of the wires in the cable

(one at a time) to line binding post

X1. The galvanometer pointer will

deflect strongly when the grounded

wire contacts line binding post X1

and will show no deflection with un

grounded wires. . High resistance

grounds up to 1 megohm can be

detected. The pointer of the galvan

ometer deflects one scale division for

TAGO 2321A 11



1 volt through 1 megohm. When

using the 4%-volt internal battery,

one megohm of resistance will cause

the pointer to deflect 4V£ scale divi

sions.

b. Shorts and Crosses. Wires in cable are

commonly arranged in pairs (A, fig. 5). An

electrical path between two wires of the same

pair is commonly called a short. An elec

trical path between two wires of adjacent pairs

is commonly called a cross (C, fig. 5). Test

for a short or a cross as follows:

(1) Prepare the test set (a(1)-(4)

above) .

(2) Disconnect all equipment from the far

end of the cable.

(3) Connect one of the wires to be tested

to the ground binding post and press

the GA SENS 1 switch. Touch each

of the other wires in the cable to

line binding post X1. The galvan

ometer will deflect strongly when the

other faulty wire contacts line bind

ing post and will show no deflection

with wires not shorted or crossed.

c. Open Conductor.

(1) Perform a(1) through (5) above.

(2) If the wires to be tested are in lead-

covered cable, connect the far end

of the wires in the cable to the cable

sheath. If the cable is not lead-cov

ered, connect the far end of the wires

to a good ground.

(8) Press GA SENS 1 switch and touch

each of the wires at the near end

(one at a time) to line binding post

X1. The galvanometer will deflect

for all wires except any that are open.

14. Measurement of Loop or Unknown

Resistance

Measure the resistance of a loop (two lengths

of wire joined at the distant end) or of any

electrical component (resistors, transformers,

etc.) as follows:

a. Preparation for Test

(1) Adjust the galvanometer (par. 10a).

(2) Position the test set controls (fig. 8)

as follows:

(a) GA switch to RVM.

(6) RES-VAR-MUR switch to RES.

(c) Make as close an estimate as pos

sible of the resistance to be meas

ured and set the MULTIPLY BY

dial as indicated in the following

chart:

MULTIPLY BY dial

1

Below 10 >. _____

1000

1

100

1

 

10

1

1000 to 10,000 1

10.

10,000 to 100,000
 

1

100.

100,000 to 1,011,000
 

1

s To obtain more sensitive meaaurementa (greater pointer de

flection!) when measuring resistances above 10,000 ohms, use an

external 22H- or 46-volt battery (Battery BA-6S) or equal.

(3) Make the following connections:

(a) If the resistance of a loop is to

be measured, disconnect all equip

ment from the near end of the loop

and connect one wire of the loop

to line binding post X1 and the

other wire to line binding post X2

(A, fig. 5) . Be sure that the wires

connected to the test set are clean

and are firmly secured to the bind

ing posts. Have all equipment dis

connected from the far end of the

loop and a short placed across the

circuit at that end.

(b) If the resistance of an electrical

component is to be measured, con

nect the component across line bind

ing posts X1 and X2.

b. Balancing the Bridge.

(1) Position the thousands, hundreds,

tens, and units decade dials (fig. 8)

to settings that total the estimated
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resistance to be measured divided by

the setting of the MULTIPLY BY

dial.

Example: If the estimated resist

ance to be measured is 500 ohms, the

setting of the MULTIPLY BY dial

must be 1/10 (chart in a above) ;

therefore the positions of the decade

dials must total 5,000.

Estimated resistance

to be measured 500

— = 5,000

Setting of 1

MULTIPLY BY dial —

10

(2) Press the GA SENS .01 switch and

note the direction of movement of the

galvanometer pointer. If it moves

to the right, increase the resistance

total of the decade dials until it does

not move from zero when the GA

SENS .01 switch is pressed. If the

pointer moves to the left, decrease

the resistance total of the decade dials.

Repeat the above procedure, using the

GA SENS .1 and then the GA SENS

1 Switches. The test procedure is

complete when the GA SENS 1 switch

is pressed and the pointer does not

move in either direction. Under these

conditions, the bridge circuit in the

test set is said to be balanced.

c Resistance Determination. The unknown

resistance is equal to the sum of the decade

dial settings multiplied by the setting of the

MULTIPLY BY dial.

Example: If the bridge is balanced when the

sum of the decade dial settings is 5,137 and

the MULTIPLY BY dial is set at 1/10, the

resistance connected across the line binding

posts is 5,137 x 1/10 or 513.7 ohms (decimal

point moved one place to left). If the MUL

TIPLY BY dial is set at 1/100, move the

decimal point two places to the left (51.37

ohms) ; for 1/1000, move the decimal point

three places to the left (5.137 ohms). For

10/1, add one zero to the reading (51,370

ohms) and for 100/1, add two zeros (513,700

ohms).

15. Simple Loop Test for Locating Short

A simple method of locating a short is to

determine the resistance of the short, sub

tract the resistance of the short from resist

ance measurements from each end of the

shorted circuit, and use the resulting resist

ance value and the known resistance per mile

or feet per ohm of the type of wire in the

faulty circuit to compute the resistance from

each end to the fault. When a fault has been

identified as a short, have all equipment dis

connected from both ends of the circuit and

proceed as follows:

a. Determination of Loop Length (Test 1,

fig. 5) . If the length (distance from test point

to far end) of the faulty loop is not known,

compute it as follows:

(1) Measure the loop resistance of a good

pair in the cable (par. 14).

(2) Determine the loop length in miles

by dividing the resistance per loop

mile (par. 33) into the loop resist

ance. To compute the loop length in

feet, multiply one-half the loop re

sistance by the number of feet per

ohm of the wire.

b. Measurement from Test Point to Short

(Test 2, fig. 5). Connect the shorted pair to

line binding posts X1 and X2 and balance

the bridge. Record the resistance measure

ment.

Note. This resistance is equal to the resistance of

the short plus the resistance of the shorted circuit from

the test point to the fault.

c. Equivalent Measurement from Far End

(Test 3, fig. 5). Have a good cable pair con

nected to the shorted pair at the far end. Dis

connect the shorted pair from the test set,

connect the good pair to line binding posts

X1 and X2, and measure the resistance of

this circuit arrangement. Subtract the loop

resistance (a(1) above) from the test 3 re

sistance measurement to obtain an equivalent

resistance measurement from the far end of

the shorted circuit.

Note. This resistance is equal to the resistance of

the short plus the resistance of the shorted circuit from

the far end to the fault.

d. Resistance of Short. Subtract the loop

resistance (a(1) above) from the sum of the

resistance measurement from each end of the

taoo miA 13
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faulty circuit (b and c above) and divide the

result by 2 to obtain the resistance of the

short.

e. Resistance of Wires from Each End to

Fault

(1) Subtract the resistance of the short

from the test 2 measurement (6

above) to obtain the combined resist

ance of both wires from the test point

to the short.

(2) Subtract the resistance of the short

from the computed equivalent resist

ance measurement (c above) to obtain

the combined resistance of both wires

from the far end to the short.

f. Distance from Each End to Fault.

(1) Distance in miles. Divide the com

puted resistances of the wire from

each end to the short (e above) by

the resistance per mile of the type

of wire in the faulty circuit.

(2) Distance in feet. Multiply the com

puted resistances of the wire from

each end to the short by twice the

number of feet per ohm of the type

wire in the faulty circuit.

g. Test Check. If all tests and computations

are correct, the sum of the computed distances

from each end of the short (/ above) will be

the same as the computed loop length (a

above) .

h. Example of Procedure. It has been deter

mined (par. 18b) that a cable pair is shorted.

The resistance per loop mile of the wire in

the cable is 92.6 ohms. Another good pair in

the same cable is available for testing pur

poses. All equipment is removed from each

end of both pairs and the short is located as

follows :

(1) Loop resistance measurement of good

pair - 463 ohms.

loop resistance(2) Loop

length

resistance per loop mile

463

5 miles

92.6

(3) Test point to short

measurement (Test 2) 324.1 ohms

(4) Test 3 measurement - 694.5 ohms

(5) Resistance equivalent

to measurement from

far end of shorted

circuit - Test 3 measurement—loop re

sistance - 694.5 ohms - 463

ohms -231.5 ohmB

(6) Resistance of short -

far end + near end — loop

measurement measurement resistance

2

231.5 ohms+824.1 ohms-463 ohms

-46.3 ohms

(7) Resistance of wires from

test point to short

-324.1 ohms -46.8 ohms

-277.8 ohms

(8) Resistance of wires from

far end to short

-231.5 ohms -46.3 ohms

- 185.2 ohms

(9) Distance in miles from test

point to short

resistance of wires from test

point to short

am — — -■ —— .. 1 1 .i ■ — -

wire resistance per

loop mile

277.8 ohms

92.6 ohms

- 3 miles

(10) Distance in miles from far

end to short

resistance of wires from far

end to short

wire resistance per

loop mile

185.2 ohms

92.6 ohms

■ 2 miles

(11) Test check:

Computed loop

length

- Sum of computed distances from each

end of faulty circuit to fault

5 miles -3 miles+2 miles

16. Simple Loop Tost for Locating Grots

A cross between two cable pairs may be

located with the same procedure used to lo

cate a short (par. 15). Consider the two good

wires as a separate good pair (C, fig. 5), and

the two crossed wires as a separate shorted
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pair. When testing, consider test 4 (fig. 6)

as the equivalent of test 2, and test 5 as the

equivalent of test 8.

17. Simplified Varley Loop Test for

Locating Ground

A simple method of determining the loca

tion of a ground when both wires of a pair

are of equal resistance is as follows:

a. Remove all equipment from the faulty

circuit and join the grounded wire to the

good wire at the far end of the circuit.

b. Prepare the test set for test (par. 10a

and b).

c. Position the test set controls as follows:

(1) GA switch to RVM.

(2) RES-VAR-MUR switch to VAR.

(3) MULTIPLY BY dial to 1/1.

d. Make the following connections (A, fig.

6):

(1) Ground binding post to a good ground

connection (cable sheath if the fault

is in lead-covered cable).

(2) Grounded conductor of the faulty

pair to line binding post X2.

(3) Ungrounded conductor of the faulty

pair to line binding post X1.

e. Adjust the decade dials until the bridge

is balanced (par. 146) .

/. The distance in miles from the ground

to the far end of the circuit is equal to the

decade dial reading (e above) divided by the

loop resistance per mile of the type conduc

tors under test (par. 33). To obtain the

distance in feet, multiply one-half the decade

dial reading by the number of feet per ohm

of the type of wire used.

18. Regular Varley Loop Test for

Locating Ground, Short, or Cross

Use the regular Varley loop test to locate

a fault in a high-resistance loop when the un

balance (difference in resistance between the

faulty and good wires) does not exceed 1 ohm.

If the unbalance is greater than 1 ohm, use the

three-Varley method (par. 19). The regular

Varley method requires the use of one good

wire between the test point and the far end

of the circuit. Locate the fault as follows:

a. Adjust the galvanometer (par. 10a).

b. Remove all equipment from both ends of

the faulty circuit.

e. If the fault is a ground or cross, meas

ure and record the loop resistance (par. 14).

If the fault is a short, connect the good wire

to one of the shorted wires at the far end

and measure the resistance of the loop.

d. Position the test set controls as follows:

(1) GA switch to RVM.

(2) RES-VAR-MUR switch to VAR.

(3) MULTIPLY BY dial to 1/9.

Note. The 1/9 and 1/4 positions of the

MULTIPLY BY dial are provided for locat

ing faults with Varley tests. If the resist

ance of the circuit under test is so great that

it is not possible to balance the bridge with

the dial set at 1/9 when performing step /

below, set it at 1/4. If balance is still not

possible, set it at 1/1.

e. Make the following connections:

(1) If the fault is a ground:

(a) Connect the ground binding post to

a good ground connection (A, fig.

6) (cable sheath if the fault is in

lead-covered cable).

(6) Connect the grounded wire to line

binding post X2.

(c) Connect the ungrounded wire to

line binding post X1.

(d) Have a short placed across the far

end of the grounded circuit.

(2) If the fault is a short or cross:

(a) Connect one of the shorted or

crossed wires to the ground binding

post (B and C, fig. 6).

(6) Connect the other shorted or crossed

wire to line binding post X2.

(c) Connect a good wire to line bind

ing post X1.

(d) Have a short placed across the far

ends of the wires connected to line

binding posts X1 and X2.

/. Adjust the decade dials to balance the

bridge and record the sum of the decade dials.

#. Compute the resistance from the test point

to the fault and from the far end to the fault.

Use the following formulas:

(1) Resistance from test rB — AR

point to fault =

A +B

TAGO 2821A
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(2) Resistance from far A (# + Rb) - B,

end to fault

A + B

where:

A - numerator of position of MULTIPLY

BY dial,

B - denominator of position of MULTI

PLY BY dial,

r - loop resistance (c above),

R « decade dial reading (J above),

R, m resistance of good wire from test point

to far end,

Rk - resistance of faulty wire from test point

to far end.

h. Compute the location of the faults as fol

lows:

(1) If the circuit under test consists of

the same size wire throughout and

includes no loading coils or other re

sistive elements, use the following for

mula to locate the fault:

Distance from test

point to fault

Resistance from test

point to fault

Resistance of full length

of faulty conductor

length of

X faulty

conductor

(2) If either the resistance per unit length

(feet per ohm) or the number of ohms

per mile of the wire in the circuit is

known, proceed as follows:

(a) Multiply each of the computed re

sistances (fr(1) and (2) above) by

the number of feet per ohm of the

type of wire in the faulty circuit

to obtain the distances in feet from

each end of the circuit to the fault.

(b) Divide each of the computed re

sistances (0(1) and (2) above) by

one-half the resistance per loop mile

of the type of wire in the faulty

circuit to obtain the distances in

miles from each end of the circuit

to the fault.

(3) If the fault is in a composite circuit

(a circuit consisting of several lengths

of wires of different gage connected

in series), locate the fault as in

structed in paragraph 30.

(4) If the fault is in a circuit that in

cludes loading coils, locate the fault

as instructed in paragraph 31.

i. Make a check test as follows:

(1) Reverse the wires connected to line

binding posts X1 and X2 of the test

set (D, fig. 6).

(2) Adjust the decade dials to balance

the bridge and record the sum of the

decade dials.

(3) Use the formula below to compute the

resistance of the faulty wire from the

test point to the fault. If all tests

and computations are correct, the com

puted resistance will be the same as

computed in g (1) above.

Resistance from test A (Rt + r)

point of fault =

A + B

Where:

Rt = decade dial reading of check test

A, B, and r are as in g above

For example : It has been determined (par.

13) that a wire in a cable is grounded. The

resistance per loop mile of wire in the cable is

85 ohms. After all equipment is removed from

each end of the faulty circuit, the fault is

located as follows:

(1) The loop resistance is measured and

found to be 5,525 ohms.

(2) The loop length is computed as fol

lows:

Loop length

loop resistance

resistance per loop mile

5,525

85

= 65 miles

(3) The faulty circuit and a ground are

connected to the test set and the test

set controls are set for a Varley test

(d and e above). The bridge is bal

anced with the MULTIPLY BY dial

set at 1/4. The decade dial settings

total 9,560 ohms.
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(4) Resistance from test

point to fault

rB - AR

A + B

(5,525 X 4) - (1 X 9,560)

1 + 4

- 2,508 ohms

where:

A = numerator of position of MULTIPLY

BY dial

B - denominator of position of MULTIPLY

BY dial

r = loop resistance ((1) above)

R = Decade dial reading

(5) Resistance from

far end to fault

A (R 4- Rb - BRt

1 (9,560 + 2762.5) - (4X 2,762.5)

~~~ 1 + 4

= 254.5 ohms

where :

Rb = resistance of faulty wire from test point

to far end (1/2 loop resistance (r)).

Rg = resistance of good wire from test point

to far end (1/2 loop resistance (r)).

A, B, r, and R are as in (4) above.

(6) Distance in miles

from test point to fault

resistance from test point to faut

1

— X resistance per loop mile

2

2508

1

— X 85

2

= 59.01 miles

(7) Distance in miles from

far end to fault

resistance from far end to fault

1

— X resistance per loop mile

2

254.5

42.5

= 5.99 miles

k. A check of the above tests and computa

tions is made as follows:

(1) The wires connected to X1 and X2

(B, fig. 6) are reversed.

(2) The decade dials are adjusted to bal

ance the bridge and the sum of the

decade dials is found to be 7,015 ohms.

(3) The resistance from the test point to

the fault is computed as follows:

Resistance from test

point to fault

_ A(R, + r)

A + B

1 (7,015 + 5,525)

1+4

= 2,508 ohms (same as ;(4) above)

where :

R2 = check test decade dial reading

A, B, and r as in /(4) above

19. Three-Varley Method for Locating

Ground, Short, or Cross

The three-Varley method is the most com

monly used method of locating faults in high-

resistance circuits. This method requires the

use of two good conductors which may be of

different gage and length than the faulty wire.

The fault location procedure consists of three

tests called Varley 1, Varley 2, and Varley 3,

and of computations using the results of these

tests. Use this method to locate a ground,

short, or cross as follows:

a. Adjust the galvanometer (par. 10a).

b. Remove all equipment from both ends of

the faulty circuit and from both ends of a

good spare pair of wires. If a good spare

pair is not available, a good wire from each

of two different pairs can be used.

c. Position the test set controls as follows:

(1) GA switch to RVM.

(2) RES-VAR-MUR switch to VAR.

(3) MULTIPLY BY dial to 1/9. (See

note, par. 18d(3).)

Note. The MULTIPLY BY dial and RES-

VAR-MUR switch must remain at the same

settings for each of the three Varley testa.

d. Perform the Varley 1 test as follows (A,

fig. 7) :

(1) If the fault is a ground, connect the
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near end (end closest to the test set)

of the grounded wire to line binding

post X2. If the fault is a short or

cross, connect one of the shorted or

crossed wires to line binding post X2.

(2) Have the other end of the faulty

wire connected to two good wires at

the far end of the circuit.

(8) Connect one of the good wires to line

binding post XI and the other good

wire to the ground binding post.

(4) Balance the bridge and record the

sum of the decade dial settings as

reading Ri.

e. Perform the Varley 2 test; use the same

equipment connections (d above) except as

follows :

(1) Disconnect the good wire from the

ground binding post.

(2) If fault is a ground, connect the

ground binding post to a good ground

(cable sheath, if the fault is in lead-

covered cable (B, fig. 7)).

(8) If the fault is a short or cross, con

nect one of the two faulty wires to

the ground binding post (C and D,

fig. 7).

Note. The other faulty wire is connected

to line binding post X2 (d(l) above).

(4) Balance the bridge and record the

sum of the decade dial settings as

reading R2.

/. Perform the Varley 8 test; use the same

equipment connections as for the Varley 2

test except as follows:

(1) Disconnect the wire (ground) from

the ground binding post.

(2) Connect a strap from the ground bind

ing post to line binding post X2 (E,

fig. 7).

(3) Balance the bridge and record the sum

of the decade dial settings as read

ing R3.

g. If the faulty wire includes no loading coils

and is of the same gage throughout, use either

of the following two methods to locate the

fault:

(1) Use the direct computation method

as follows:

Distance from test

point to fault

Ri — Rt

Ri — Ri

Distance from far

end to fault

R» - Ri

X length of faulty wire

X length of faulty wire

R» — Ri

where:

Ri — Varley 1 test reading

R, - Varley 2 test reading

Ri - Varley 3 test reading

(2) Use the resistance-distance method as

follows :

(a) Resistance from test

point to fault

A

A + B

(b) Resistance from far

end to fault

A

X (Ri - R.)

A + B

(c) Resistance of full

length of faulty wire

A

where:

A + B

X (R» - R.)

X (R. ARi)

A — numerator (upper number) of po

sition of MULTIPLY BY dial

B - denominator (lower number) of po

sition of MULTIPLY BY dial

Ri, R», and R» are as in above

(d) To obtain the distance in feet from

each end of the circuit to the fault,

multiply each of the computed re

sistances ((a) and (b) above) by

the number of feet per ohm of the

type of wire in the faulty circuit.

(e) To obtain the distance in miles from

each end of the circuit to the fault,

divide each of the computed resist

ances by one-half the resistance per

loop mile of the type of wire in

the faulty circuit.

h. If the faulty conductor either is loaded,

or is not of the same gage throughout:

(1) Compute the resistance from the fault
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Figure 7. Three-Varley test connections.
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to each end of the circuit (0(2) (a)

and (b) above).

(2) Locate the fault as instructed in para

graphs 30 or 31.

t. For example: A wire in a rubber-covered

cable is grounded. The only good wires avail

able for use in locating the ground are the

wires of a field-wire circuit terminating at the

same points as the cable. The cable is 12

miles long and the resistance of each wire in

the cable is 42.9 ohms per mile. All equip

ment is disconnected from each end of the

grounded wire in the cable and from the good

field-wire circuit.

(1) The Varley 1, Varley 2, and Varley 3

tests (d, e, and / above) are per

formed. The following readings are

obtained with the MULTIPLY BY

dial set at 1/4:

(a) Varley 1 test reading (RO is 1,544.4

ohms.

(6) Varley 2 test reading (R,) is 2,402.4

ohms.

(c) Varley 3 test reading (R,) is 4,118.4

ohms.

(2) The distance from the fault to each

end of the circuit, determined by the

direct computation method (g(l)

above) is computed as follows:

(a) Distance from test

point to fault

Ri — Ri

X length of faulty wire

Ri — Ri

4,118.4 - 2,402.4

" 4,118.4 - 1,544.4

-8 miles

(6) Distance from far

end to fault

X 12

R» — Ri

Ri — Ri

2,402.4 - 1,544.4

4,118.4 - 1,544.4

• 4 miles

X length of faulty wire

X 12

(3) The distance from the fault to each

end of the circuit, determined by the

resistance-distance method (g (2)

above) is computed as follows :

(a) Resistance from test

point to fault

A

X (R, - R2)

A + B

1

1 + 4

- 343.2 ohms

(b) Resistance from far

end to fault

X 4,118.4 - 2,402.4

A + B

1

x (R, - R.)

X 2,402.4 - 1,544.4

1 + 4

= 171.6 ohms

(c) Resistance of full

length of faulty wire

A

X (Ri - Ri)

A + B

1

X 4,118.4 - 1,544.4

1 + 4

- 514.8 ohms

(d) Distance in miles from

test point to fault

computed resistance from test

point to fault

3- ■ ■ ■■ ■

wire resistance per mile

343.2

42.9

— 8 miles

(e) Distance in miles from

far end to fault

computed resistance from far end

to fault

wire resistance per mile

171.6

42.9

= 4 miles

20. Murray Loop Test for Locating

Ground, Short, or Cross

Use the Murray loop test to locate a ground,
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short, or cross in a low-resistance loop when

the unbalance (resistance difference between

the faulty and good wires) is less than 1 ohm.

If the only good wire available is of a differ

ent size or length, use the modified Murray

loop test (par. 21) to locate the fault. The

Murray loop test requires the use of a good

wire in addition to the grounded, shorted, or

crossed wires. Remove all equipment from

both ends of the faulty circuit and locate the

fault as follows:

a. Adjust the galvanometer (par. 10a).

6. Position the test set controls as follows:

(1) GA switch to RVM.

(2) RES-VAR-MUR switch to MUR.

(3) MULTIPLY BY dial to M 1000.

Note. MULTIPLY BY dial positions M

1000, M 100, and M 10 are provided for

Murray loop tests. It it is not possible to

balance the bridge with the dial set at M 1000

when performing a Murray loop test, set it

at M 100. If balance is still not possible, set

it at M 10.

c. Make the following connections:

(1) If the fault is a ground (A, fig. 6) :

(a) Connect the grounded wire to line

binding post X2.

(6) Connect the good wire to line bind

ing post X1.

(c) Connect the ground binding post to

a good ground connection (cable

sheath, if fault is in lead-covered

cable) .

(2) If the fault is a short or cross.

(a) Connect one of the shorted or

crossed wires to line binding post

X2.

(6) Connect the other shorted or crossed

wire to the ground binding post.

(c) Connect a good wire to line bind

ing post X1.

(3) Have a short placed across the far

ends of the wires connected to line

binding posts X1 and X2.

d. Balance the bridge and record the decade

dial reading.

e. If the faulty loop includes no loading coils

and is of the same gage throughout, use either

of the two methods below to locate the fault:

(1) Use the direct computation method

as follows:

Distance from test R X L

point to fault =

R + A

where:

A - setting of MULTIPLY BY dial

L f length of loop

R - decade dial reading (d) above)

(2) Use the resistance-distance method as

follows :

(a) Measure and record the loop re

sistance of the faulty circuit (par.

14).

(b) Use the following formula to com

pute the resistance from the test

point to the fault:

Resistance from test R x r

point to fault ■>

R + A

where:

r «- loop resistance of faulty circuit

A, L, and R are as in (1) above

(c) Use the following formula to com

pute the distance from the test point

to the fault:

Distance in miles

from test point

to fault

computed resistance from test point

to fault

1

— X resistance per loop mile

2

(d) To make a check test, reverse the

wires connected to line binding

posts X1 and X2, balance the bridge,

and use the formula below to com

pute the resistance from the test

point to the fault. The computed

resistance should be the same value

as computed in (b) above.

Resistance from test A X r

point to fault

A + Ri

where:

Rt - decade dial reading for check test

r = loop resistance of faulty circuit

A - setting of MULTIPLY BY dial

/. If the faulty loop is either loaded or not

of the same gage throughout:
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(1) Compute the resistance from the test

point to the fault (e(2) above).

(2) Locate the fault as instructed in para

graphs 80 or 81.

For example: A wire in a 4-mile length

of spiral-four cable is grounded. The resist

ance of spiral-four cable is 92.6 ohms per loop

mile. All equipment is disconnected from each

end of the grounded circuit and the ground is

located as follows:

(1) The test set controls are set for a

Murray loop test (6 above).

(2) The faulty circuit and a good ground

are connected to the test set (c above) .

(3) The bridge is balanced with the MUL

TIPLY BY dial set at M 1000. The

decade dial settings total 600 ohms.

(4) The fault is located with the direct

computation method (e(1) above) as

follows :

Distance in miles from R X L

test point to fault =

R + A

600 X 8

600 + 1000

= 3 miles

where *

A = setting of MULTIPLY BY dial

L = total length of loop

R - decade dial reading ((3) above)

(5) The fault is located with the resist

ance-distance method (e(2) above) as

follows:

(a) The loop resistance is measured and

found to be 370.4 ohms.

(6) Resistance from test = R X r

point to fault =

R + A

600 X 370.4

600 + 1000

= 138.9 dhms

where:

A = setting of MULTIPLY BY dial

r = loop resistance of faulty circuit

R = decade dial reading ((3) above)

(c) Distance in miles

from test point

to fault

computed resistance from test

point to fault

1

— X resistance per loop mile

2

138.9

46.3

-= 3 miles

(d) To make the check test, the wires

connected to line binding posts X1

and X2 are reversed, and a decade

dial reading of 1,666 ohms is ob

tained when the bridge is balanced.

The resistance from the test point

to the fault is computed as follows :

Resistance from test

point to fault A X r

~ A + R,

1000 X 370.4

1000 + 1,666

- 138.9 ohms

(same as (b)

above)

where: .

A = setting of MULTIPLY BY

dial for check test

Ri = decade dial reading of check

test

r - loop resistance

21. Modified Murray Loop Test for

Locating Ground, Short, or Cross

Use the modified Murray loop test to locate

a ground, short, or cross in low-resistance loops

when the only good wire available is of a size

or length different from the faulty wire. This

test requires a test measurement from each

end of the faulty circuit. Remove all equip

ment from both ends of the faulty circuit and

locate the fault as follows:

a. If the resistance of the full length of

the faulty wire is not known, compute it as

follows :

(1) Determine the resistance per loop

mile of the type wire at fault.

(2) Multiply the length of the faulty wire

by one-half the resistance per loop

mile.

6. Make the Murray loop test (par. 20a-c)

and record the result of this first test (Test 1)

as Rt.

c. Repeat the Murray loop test from the

far end of the circuit and record the result

of this test (Test 2) as R,. Be certain that

the good wire is connected to line binding
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post XI, and that the MULTIPLY BY dial

is at the same setting as in paragraph 20e.

<L Compute the location of the fault as fol

lows:

(1) Resistance from test 1

test point to fault

R, (A + R,) Rb

R, (A + RO + Rt (A + Ri)

A - setting of MULTIPLY BY dial

Ri = test 1 decade dial reading

Ri = test 2 decade dial reading

Rb - resistance of faulty conductor

(2) Distance in miles

from test 1 test

point to fault

resistance from test 1 test point

to fault

resistance per mile of faulty wire

e. For example : It has been determined that

one pair in a 3-mile section of spiral-four cable

is shorted. The only good wire available for

test is a length of field wire terminating at

the same terminal points as the spiral-four

cable. The resistance of spiral-four cable is

92.6 ohms per loop mile. All equipment is

disconnected from each end of the shorted

circuit, and the short is located as follows:

(1) The test set controls are positioned

for a Murray loop test (par. 206).

(2) The shorted and good wires are con

nected to the test set (par. 20c (2)

and (3)).

(3) The bridge is balanced with the MUL

TIPLY BY dial set at M 1000. ,The

decade dial setting for this test (test

1) totals 145.6 ohms.

(4) Steps (1), (2), and (3) are repeated

at the far end of the faulty circuit

with the MULTIPLY BY dial setting

unchanged and the far end of the good

wire connected to line binding post

X1. The decade dial setting for this

test (test 2) totals 216.5 ohms.

(5) Resistance of faulty

wire from test 1 test

point to fault

R, (A + R.) Rb

°" R, (A + R.) + R, (A + R.)

145.6 (1,000 + 216.5) 138.9

216.5 (1,000 + 145.6) + 145.6 (1,000 + 216.5)

- 57.8 ohms

whefe:

A - setting of MULTIPLY BY dial

(both tests)

Ri = test 1 decade dial reading

Ri — test 2 decade dial reading

Rb = resistance of full length of faulty

wire

(6) Distance in miles from

test 1 test point to

fault

resistance from test point to fault

1

— X resistance per loop mile of faulty wire

2

57.8

46.3

— 1-1/4 miles

22. Hilborn Loop Test for Locating

Ground, Short, or Cross

This test is useful for locating faults in

short sections of cable. It requires the use

of two good wires in addition to the grounded,

shorted, or crossed wires. The resistance of

one of the two good wires must be known.

Remove all equipment from both ends of the

faulty circuit and locate the fault as follows:

a. Adjust the galvanometer (par. 10a).

b. Position the test set controls as follows :

(1) GA switch to HIL.

(2) RES-VAR-MUR switch to MUR.

(3) MULTIPLY BY dial to M 1000.

Note. Use position M 100 if bridge bal

ance is not possible when at M 1000.

c. Make the following connections:

(1) If the fault is a ground:

(a) Connect a good wire of known re

sistance to line binding post X1.

(b) Connect the second good wire to

the GA1 binding post

(c) Connect the grounded wire to line

binding post X2.

id) Connect the ground binding post to

the cable sheath,

(e) Have someone at the far end of
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the cable short the wires connected

to binding posts X1, X2, and GA1.

(2) If the fault is a short or cross:

(a) Connect a good wire of known re

sistance to line binding post X1.

(6) Connect the second good wire to

the GA1 binding post.

(c) Connect one of the shorted or

crossed wires to line binding post

X2.

(d) Connect the other shorted or

grounded wire to the ground bind

ing post

(e) Have someone at the far end of

the cable short the wires connected

to binding posts X1, X2, and GA1.

d. Balance the bridge and record the decade

dial reading.

e. Use the following formula to compute the

resistance of the faulty wire from the fault

to the far end of the cable:

Resistance from A + R,

fault to far end ■ X Ri

A + R, + R

where:

A - setting of MULTIPLY BY dial

R — decade dial reading

R, - resistance of good wire

Rb - resistance of faulty wire

/. To determine the distance in feet from

the fault to the far end of the cable, multiply

the resistance from fault to far end by the

number of feet per ohm of the faulty wire.

g. To make a check test, have steps a

through / above performed at the far end of

the circuit. Be sure the same wires are used

and each wire is connected to the same bind

ing post as in the first test. The sum of the

computed resistances must equal the known

resistance of the full length of the faulty

wire, and the sum of the computed distances

must equal the known full length of the faulty

wire.

h. For example: It has been determined

that a wire in a 14-mile section of lead-

covered cable is grounded. A good pair of

wires in the same cable is available for use

in locating the ground. The resistance of

each wire in the cable is 22 ohms (60 feet

per ohm). All equipment is removed from

both ends of the faulty circuit and the ground

is located as follows:

(1) The test set controls are set for the

Hilborn test (b above).

(2) The test set is connected for a ground

location test (c(l) above).

(3) The bridge is balanced with the MUL

TIPLY BY dial set. at M 1000. The

decade dial setting totals 477 ohms.

(4) The formula (e above) is used to

compute the resistance of the faulty

wire from the fault to the far end.

The computed resistance is 15 ohms.

The computed distance from the far

end to the fault is 900 feet (15 ohms

multiplied by 60 feet per ohm).

(5) A check test (g above) is made. The

decade dial setting for the check test

is 2,190 ohms. The formula (e above)

is used to determine the resistance

of the faulty wire from the first test

point to the fault. The resistance is

computed to be 7 ohms. The dis

tance from the first test point to the

fault is computed to be 420 feet (7

ohms multiplied by 60 feet per ohm) .

23. Capacitance Tests for Locating Open

in Single Pair

Two capacitance test methods may be used

to locate an open in a wire when another

good wire of the same length and gage (prefer

ably the mate of the faulty wire) is available

for testing purposes. The simplified method

(a below) requires only one test reading, the

use of a TS-190/U or similar telephone re

ceiver, and a TS-140/U or similar source of 500

cycle test tone. The second method is more

complex. It requires two readings and the use

of an external capacitor in addition to a tele

phone receiver, and a source of test signals.

a. Simplified Method. This method makes

a comparison of the capacitance between the

good wire and ground and the capacitance

between a portion of the faulty wire (test

set to fault) and ground. Have all equipment

disconnected from both ends of both wires

and locate the open as follows:

(1) Position the test set controls as fol

lows :1

(a) GA switch to RVM.

(b) BA switch to EXT.
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(c) RES-VAR-MUR switch to MUR.

(d) MULTIPLY BY dial to M 1000.

(2) Make the following: connections:

(o) Near end of the faulty wire to

line binding post X1.

(6) -Near end of the good wire to line

binding post X2.

(c) Ground binding post to the cable

sheath if the faulty pair is in lead-

covered cable. If the fault is in

rubber-covered cable, bunch to

gether all wires except those con

nected to line binding posts X1 and

X2 and connect the bunch to the

ground binding post.

(d) BA— and BA-f binding posts to

output terminals of TS-420/U or

equivalent test oscillator. Turn on

the source of test oscillator.

(e) TS-190/U or equivalent telephone

receiver to the GA1 and GA2 bind

ing posts.

(3) Remove the galvanometer screw (fig.

3).

(4) Have a short placed across the far

end of the wires connected to X1

and X2 (faulty and good wires).

(5) Depress the GA SENS 1 switch and

adjust the decade dials while listen

ing to the receiver until either silence,

or a minimum tone is heard. Record

the reading of the decade dials. If

it is not possible to determine the

exact setting at which the bridge is

balanced, proceed as follows:

(a) Determine as nearly as possible the

setting of the decade dials at which

minimum tone is heard.

(6) If a movement of the units dial

does not make any noticeable

change in the tone, set it at 5

and move the tens dial first up one

division and then down one divi

sion from the original setting. If

a weaker tone is heard when the

tens dial is moved to the lower

position, move the units dial to 4

(if stronger, move it to 6) and

repeat the above movement of the

tens dial. Continue adjusting the

units dial and checking with the

tens dial until no change in tone

is heard when the tens dial is moved

up one division and then down one

division from the original setting.

Use the same procedure with the

hundreds dial to position the tens

dial if movement of the tens dial

does not make any noticeable

change in the tone.

(6) Use the following formula to com

pute the location of the fault:

Distance in feet from

test point to fault 2RL

" A + R

where:

A - MULTIPLY BY dial setting

(M 1000)

L = length of wire from test point to

strap

R = decade dial reading

Example: One wire of a pair in a

600-foot section of cable is open. The

pair is tested ((1)-(5) above) and

the decade dial reading is 600 ohms.

The location of the open is computed

to be 400 feet from the test set as

follows :

Distance in feet from 2RL

test point to fault —

A + R

2 X 600 X 600

1,000 + 500

- 400 ft

b. External Capacitor Method. This method

of locating an open requires two tests. The

first test is a comparison of the capacitance

of a known capacitor with the capacitance

between the good wire and the length of the

faulty wire from the test set to the fault.

The second test is a comparison of the capaci

tance of the known capacitor with the capaci

tance between two wires of known length

(usually the same pair as used for the first

test). Have all equipment disconnected from

both ends of the faulty pair and locate the

fault as follows:
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(1) Position the test set controls as fol-

s:

(o) GA switch to RVM.

(6) BA switch to EXT.

(c) RES-VAR-MUR switch to MUR.

(d) MULTIPLY BY dial to M 1000.

(2) Make the following connections (A,

fig. 8) :

(a) Near end of the faulty wire to

line binding post X1.

(b) Near end of the good wire to

ground.

(c) One output terminal of the test

oscillator to the BA— binding post

and the other output terminal to

ground. Turn on the test oscil

lator.

(d) One side of the 1- or 2-microfarad

capacitor to line binding post X2

and the other side to ground.

(e) Telephone receiver (TS-190/U or

equal) to GA1 and GA2 binding

posts.

(3) Remove the galvanometer screw (fig.

3).

(4) Have the far end of the faulty wire

grounded.

(5) Balance the bridge (a (5) above).

Record the decade dial reading as

Rx. /

(6) Disconnect and ground the wires con

nected to line binding posts XI. Re

move the near end of the good wire

from ground and connect it to X1.

Balance the bridge and record the

decade dial reading as R2.

(7) Use the following formula to com

pute the location of the fault:

Distance in feet from

test point to fault RiX L

Rt

where:

R\ = first resistance reading (e above)

Rt = second resistance reading (/above)

L = length of either conductor in feet)

(8) If the open is in a cable more than

2,000 feet long, have the above tests

{(l)-(7) above) performed from the

far end of the circuit and compute

the distance between the far end and

the fault. If the test results differ in

location of the fault, recheck all tests

and computations. If a difference still

exists, the fault should be halfway

between the two computed locations.

24. Capacitance Test for Locating Open

in Quadded Cable

The capacitance test may be used to locate

an open in one wire of a pair in quadded

cable (including spiral-four) when the other

pair of the quad is good and is available for

testing purposes. A telephone receiver (TS-

190/U or equal) and a source of test tone TS-

140/U or equal) also are required. Have all

equipment disconnected from both ends of both

pair for this test.

a. Position the test set controls as follows:

(1) GA switch to RVM.

(2) BA switch to EXT.

(3) RES-VAR-MUR switch to MUR.

(4) MULTIPLY BY dial to M 1000.

(5) Remove the galvanometer screw (fig.

3).

6. Make the following connections (B, fig.

8).

(1) Near end of the faulty wire to line

binding post X2.

(2) Near end of one of the good wires

of the spare pair to line binding post

X1.

(3) Near end of two remaining wires

to one output terminal of the test

oscillator, other output terminal to

—BA binding post.

(4) Telephone receiver to GA1 and GA2

binding posts.

c. Have the distant ends of the wires shorted

as follows:

(1) Short distant ends of the wires con

nected to line binding posts X1 and

X2.

(2) Short distant ends of the wires con

nected to one side of test tone.

d. Depress GA SENS 1 switch, listen to the

receiver, and adjust the decade dials until si

lence or a minimum tone is heard. Record the

reading of the decade dials.

e. Use the following formula to compute the

location of the fault:
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Figure 8. Connections for location of opens.

Distance in feet from test

point to fault 2AL

A + R,

where :

A - position of MULTIPLY BY dial

L = length of cable in feet

Ri = decade dial reading (d above)

Make a check test as follows:

(1) Reverse the wires connected to line

binding posts X1 and X2.

(2) Depress the GA SENS 1 switch and

adjust the decade dials until silence

or minimum tone is heard. Record

the reading of the decade dials as R,.

(3) Use the following formula to compute

the location of the fault:

Distance in feet from

test point to fault L (A - ft)

A + Rt

where:

A = position of MULTIPLY BY dial

L = length of cable in feet

Ri = decade dial reading ((2) above)

25. Locating Fault in Split Pairs

Split pairs (fig. 9) are normally the re

sult of incorrect splicing. The fault is located

by determining in which splice the pairs are

split (transposition of one wire from each

pair to the other pair). A telephone receiver

and a source of test tone are required. Two

measurements are taken for this test.

a. Disconnect all equipment from each end

of both affected pairs.

b. Position the test set controls as follows:

(1) GA switch to RVM.

(2) BA switch to EXT.

(3) RES-VAR-MUR switch to MUR.

(4) MULTIPLY BY dial to M 1000.
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(5) Galvanometer screw (fig. 3) removed.

c. Make the following connections (A, fig.

9):

(1) One output terminal of the test oscil

lator to —BA binding post; other

output terminal to one of the wires

not transposed. Turn on the test os

cillator.

(2) One of the transposed wires to line

binding post X1.

(3) Other wire not transposed to line

binding post X2.

(4) Telephone receiver to GA1 and GA2

binding posts.

d. Depress GA SENS 1 switch, listen to the

receiver, and adjust the decade dials until either

silence or a minimum tone is heard. Record

the reading of the decade dials as R,.

e. Remove the wire connected to line bind

ing post X1 and connect the other transposed

wire to this post, Repeat d above and record

the reading as Ra.

/. Compute the location of the fault as fol

lows :

Distance in feet from

test point to fault (Ri — A) L

R, + R, - 2A

where:

A - setting of MULTIPLY BY dial (6(4)

above).

L = length of cable in feet (from cable

records)

Ri = decade dial reading (d above)

Rt = decade dial reading (e above)

26. Locating Fault in Split Quads

The procedure for locating a split between

two quads is the same as for locating a split

between two pairs, except that each pair of

the two quads is shorted at the testing end

(B, fig. 9) and each pair is considered as one

wire during the test. Have all equipment

disconnected from both ends of all pairs in

both quads and follow the procedure described

in paragraph 25 to locate the split.

27. Locating Branch Circuit Faults

Location of branch circuit faults includes

isolating the fault to a particular branch, and

testing the faulty branch to determine the

exact location of the fault. Locate a fault

in a branch circuit as follows:

a. Have all equipment disconnected from all

branches.

6. Determine the type of fault in the cir

cuit (par. 13).

c. Determine the branch at fault as fol

lows:

(1) Have a short placed across the ter

minals of the farthest branch.

(2) Use the appropriate loop test (par.

18-22) to obtain an approximate lo

cation of the fault. The branch at

fault is normally the branch closest

to the computed distance from either

end of the loop under test.

d. Have the short removed from the ter

minals of the farthest branch and a short

placed across the terminals of the faulty

branch. Make another loop test to locate the

fault in the faulty branch.

«. For example, one side of a field wire cir

cuit (WD-1/TT) that includes four branches

(fig. 10) is grounded. The resistance of WD-

1/TT is 50 feet per ohm. All equipment is

disconnected from all branches and the ground

is located as follows:

(1) The branch at fault is determined

as follows:

(a) The Murray loop test (par. 21) is

selected for location of the fault

in this low-resistance circuit. The

far terminals of the farthest branch

(D) are strapped and the loop is

tested.

(b) The resistance of the circuit from

the test point to the faulty branch

is computed to be 20 ohms. A

check test is made and the same

resistance is computed.

(c) The distance from the test point

to the faulty branch is determined

to be 1,000 feet (20 ohms multi

plied by 50 feet per ohm).

(d) Reference to the circuit diagram

identifies branch A as the faulty

branch.

(2) The fault in branch A is located as

follows :

(a) The strap is removed from branch

D and placed across the far ter

minals of branch A.
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(b)

(c)

(d)

The loop ia tested with the Mur

ray loop test and the resistance of

the circuit from the test point to

the fault is computed to be 21 ohms.

A check test is made and the same

resistance is computed.

The distance from the test point

to the fault is computed to be 1,050

feet (21 ohms multiplied by 50 feet

per ohm).

Reference to the circuit diagram

reveals the fault is 50 feet from

the point where branch A is bridged

across the main feeder.

28. Compensating for Induced Foreign

Voltage

The presence of an induced voltage from

another source on communication and power

lines may result in incorrect fault location

readings or may make balancing the bridge

extremely difficult. Two methods of overcom

ing this problem are the use of a higher test

voltage and the use of an auxiliary capacitor

and switch.

a. Use of Higher Test Voltage. Use a higher-

than-normal test voltage (par. 12) to per

mit the most accurate measurements possible

with this test set when an induced foreign

voltage is present on all wires connected to

the test set.

b. Use of Auxiliary Capacitor and Switch.

Use an auxiliary capacitor and a switch to

permit reasonably accurate fault location tests

when a foreign voltage is present on some,

but not all, of the wires connected to the test

taoo nsiA
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Figure 10. Branch circuit with grounded wire.

set This condition occurs most frequently

when all wires used for the test are not in the

same cable. Use an auxiliary capacitor and

a switch as follows:

(1) Prepare the test set and make the

connections necessary for the desired

test (par. 14-21).

(2) Connect a single-pole, double-throw

switch and a 12- to 14-microfarad

capacitor as shown in A, figure 11

for any of the Varley tests, and in

B, figure 11 for any of the Murray

tests.

(3) Set the decade dials to as accurate

an approximation of the expected re

sistance reading as possible.

(4) Depress GA SENS .01 switch, move

the single-pole, double-throw switch

first to position B to charge the aux

iliary capacitor, and then to position

A to discharge the capacitor through

the galvanometer. Adjust the decade

dials until the galvanometer needle

makes no movement when the switch

is moved from position B to position

A. Repeat this procedure with the

GA SENS .1 switch depressed and

then with the GA SENS 1 switch

depressed.

(5) Use the decade dial readings to com

pute the location of the fault in ac

cordance with the instructions for the

type of test used.

29 Distance to Fault in Nonloaded Circuit

of Uniform Gage Wire

When the resistance from the fault to either

or both ends of the circuit has been deter

mined (par. 16-20), and the circuit includes

no loading coils and is of the same gage

throughout, locate the' fault as follows:

a. Distance in Feet. Obtain the distance in

feet from one end of the circuit to the fault,

in the following steps:

(1) If the average feet per ohm of the

wire is not known, divide the total

length in feet of the faulty wire by

the total resistance of the wire to

obtain the number of feet per ohm.

Multiply the computed resistance of

the applicable portion of the faulty

wire by the number of feet per ohm

(2)

12
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Figure 17. Connections for use of capacitor and switch to compensate for foreign

voltage during test.

of the wire to obtain the distance

in feet to the fault

6. Distance in Miles. Obtain the distance

in miles from one end of the circuit to the

fault, in the following steps:

(1) If the average resistance per mile

is not known, divide the total resist

ance of the wire into the total length

in miles of the wire to obtain the

average resistance per mile.

(2) Divide the average resistance per mile

into the computed resistance of the

applicable portion of the faulty cir

cuit to obtain the distance to the fault

in miles.

c. Example. A 22-gage wire in a cable 6,924

feet long is grounded. The three-Varley test

is used and the resistances of the faulty wire

are computed to be 89.9 ohms from the test

point to the fault, 22.5 ohms from the far end

to the fault, and 112.4 ohms total resistance

(resistance from test point to far end). The

location of the fault is determined as follows:

(1) Average feet

per ohm

6,924

112.4

61.6 feet

(2) Distance from - 61.6 x 22.5 = 1,386 feet

test point to

ground

(3) Distance from = 61.6 X 98.9 = 5,538 feet

far end to

ground

30. Distance to Fault in Circuit with

Nonuniform Gage Wire

When a fault is in a circuit consisting of

composite conductors (more than one gage of

wire connected in series), the resistance is

not uniform throughout the circuit and the

following procedure must be used to locate

the fault:

a. Select one of the gages as a standard,

preferably the gage of the longest section of

the circuit. If all gage sections are approxi

mately the same length, use the largest gage

as the standard.

6. Convert the length of all other sections

to equivalent section lengths of the standard

gage. To accomplish this, multiply the length

of each section by the appropriate conversion

factor from the wire gage conversion table

(e(7) below).

Note. If the conversion factor for the gage of a sec

tion length is not available, compute the equivalent

length by multiplying the actual length of the section

by the resistance per 1,000 feet of the gage wire in the

section and dividing the result by the resistance per

1,000 feet of the standard gage.

c. Add all computed equivalent lengths to

the length of the standard gage section to

obtain the total length of the circuit if it

were of standard gage wire throughout.

d. Convert the previously computed resist

ance of the faulty wire from one end of the

circuit to the fault (par. 15-20) to an equiva

lent length of the standard gage wire by mul

tiplying the resistance to the fault by the

proper conversion factor from the conversion

table (e(7) below). Compare the equivalent

length of this portion of the circuit to the

equivalent length of the complete circuit, sub

divided into sections, and each converted to

the equivalent length of standard gage wire.

This comparison will indicate the section in
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which the fault is located and the length of

standard gage wire between the fault and the

last junction of two sections. To locate the

fault, convert this length to an equivalent

length of wire of the actual gage in the faulty

section by multiplying the length in standard

gage by the proper conversion factor from

the conversion table.

e. For example, a wire in a 600-foot long

cable is grounded (fig. 12) . The Murray loop

test is used to obtain the resistance of the

grounded wire from the test point to the

ground. The resistance is computed as 6.25

ohms. The cable is composed of three sec

tions: section 1 is a 300-foot length of cable

containing 19-gage wire; section 2 is a 200-

foot length of cable containing 22-gage wire;

and section 3 is a 100-foot length of cable

containing 24-gage wire. The location of the

fault is computed as follows:

(1) The 19-gage section is selected as

the standard. The number of feet

per ohm of 19-gage wire is 124.24

feet.

(2) Section 2 is converted to an equiva

lent length of 402 feet of 19-gage

wire by multiplying the actual length

(200 feet) by the proper conversion

factor (2.01).

(3) Section 8 is converted to an equiva

lent length of 322 feet of 19-gage

wire by multiplying the actual length

(100 feet) by the proper conversion

factor (3.22).

(4) The total equivalent length of the

three sections is computed to be 1,024

feet (800 ft + 402 ft + 322 feet).

The resistance of the full length of

the faulty conductor is 8.24 ohms

(1,024 feet divided by the number

of feet per ohm of 19-gage wire

(124.24)).

(5) The equivalent length in 19-gage wire

of the wire from the test point to

the fault is determined to be 776.5

feet. This length is obtained by mul

tiplying the feet per ohm of 19-gage

wire (124.24) by the computed re

sistance of the faulty wire from the

test point to the fault (6.25 ohms).

The equivalent distance from the test

point to the fault (776.5 feet) exceeds

the sum of the equivalent length of

sections 1 and 2 (300 feet + 402

feet) by 74.5 feet.

(6) The actual distance from the junc

tion of sections 2 and 3 to the fault

in section 8 is determined by con

verting the equivalent length of 74.5

feet of 19-gage wire to the actual

length of the 24-gage wire in the

cable. A distance of 23.09 feet is

obtained by multiplying 74.5 by a

conversion factor of .31.

(7) An actual distance of 523.09 feet

from the test point to the fault is

obtained by adding the actual lengths

of sections 1 and 2 (800 feet + 200

feet) to the distance between the fault

and the junction of sections 2 and

8 (28.09 feet).

Win nn conversion table

Actual
gage

Factors to determine equivalent gage

10 18 16 1B 22 24 26 28

10 1.0 .50 .255 .106 .062 .039 .024 .15

18 2.0 1.0 .510 .262 .125 .078 .049 .080

16 8.92 1.96 1.0 .496 .246 .153 .095 .060

19 7.94 3.97 2.02 1.0 .496 .81 .19 .12

22 16.0 7.99 4.07 2.01 1.0 .624 .389 .244

24 25.06 12.80 6.52 3.22 1.60 1.0 .628 .891

26 41.1 20.6 10.50 5.18 2.67 1.61 1.0 .628

28 65.4 32.7 16.7 8.24 4.09 2.56 1.59 1.0
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31. Distance to Fault in Circuit with

Loading Coils

If a faulty circuit includes loading coils,

the location and resistance of the coils must

be considered when computing the location

of a fault. Determine the location of a fault

in a loaded circuit as follows:

a. Computing Average Feet Per Ohm. Sub

tract the sum of the resistances of the coils

and their cable stubs from the total resistance

of a wire or circuit to obtain the resistance

of the wire only. Divide the total length of

the wire by this resistance value to obtain the

average feet per ohm.

b. Computing Distance to Fault. Compare

the computed resistances of the wire from

the fault to the test point and from the fault

to the far end to obtain an approximate loca

tion of the fault. Refer to the cable diagram

to estimate the number of loading coils be

tween one end of the circuit and the fault.

Subtract the resistance of the coils and cable

studs from the total resistance of this part

of the circuit to obtain the resistance of the

wire only. Multiply the result by the aver

age feet per ohm of the circuit to determine

the location of the fault.

Note. If a fault is near a coil, two computations of

the location may be necessary; one under the assump

tion that the fault is before the coil, and the other

under the assumption the fault is beyond the coil. A

comparison of the two computed distances with the

actual distance to the coil will reveal the correct

assumption.

32. Resistance Correction tor Temperature

Variations

When locating a fault, consideration must

be given to the fact that the resistance of wire

varies with temperature. The resistance in

creases as the temperature of the wire rises

and decreases with a reduction in temperature.

The temperature of underground conductors

ranges from 35° F,_ (Fahrenheit) to 50° F.

The temperature of aerial cable and open wire

lines follow closely the temperature of the at

mosphere, except where the cable or wire is

exposed to the direct rays of the sun. When

ever possible, when locating a fault, use the

mate of the faulty wire for the loop tests

because the two are subject to the same tem

peratures for their full length. Wire resist

ance tables normally furnish the resistance of

each type of wire at 68° F. Use the following

formulas to determine the wire resistance at

other temperatures:

a. For temperatures above 68° F.

Feet per ohm of wire at

higher temperature

(1-.00218

feet per ohm of

wire at 68° F.

actual

temperature

Lof wire

-68])

6. For temperatures below 68° F.

Feet per ohm of wire at

lower temperature

= feet per ohm of

wire at 68° F.

[actual i

68 -temperature )

of wire J

c. For example, a 2,000-foot cable of 19-

gage wire is underground for the first 300 feet,

aerial for the next 1,000 feet, and under

ground for the final 700 feet to the far end.

The temperature of the cable is determined
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to be 45° F. for the underground sections and

85° for the aerial section.* The resistance table

indicates that the resistance of 19-gage wire

at 68° is 124.24 feet per ohm. The resistance

of the full length of a wire in this cable is

computed as follows:

(1) Feet per ohm of

underground sections (45 °F.)

= 124.24 (1+.00218 [68-45])

- 130.34 feet per ohm

(2) Feet per ohm of aerial

section (85° F.)

= 124.24 (1-.00218 [85-68])

= 119.63 feet per ohm

(3) Resistance of 300-foot

underground section

300

130.34

= 2.302 ohms

(4) Resistance of 1,000-

foot aerial section

1,000

119.63

= 8.434 ohms

(5) Resistance of 700-foot

underground section

700

130.34

= 5.370 ohms

Note. A comparison of the resistance of

the 1,000-foot aerial section (8.434 ohms)

and the resistance of 1,000 feet of the same

cable underground (2.302 ohms plus 5.370

ohms — 7.672 ohms) illustrates the effect of

temperature on wire resistance.

33. Wire and Cable Resistance Tables

The tables in a, b, and c below list the

resistance per loop mile at 68° F. of the vari

ous wire and cable used in military communi

cation systems. Use the procedure described

in paragraph 32 to determine the resistances

at temperatures other than 68° F. The re

sistance of 1 mile of a single conductor in the

wire and cable listed is equal to one-half the

resistance per loop mile. To determine the

number of feet per ohm, divide 5,280 ft by

one-half the loop mile resistance.

a. Field Wire and Rubber-Covered and Spi

ral-Four Cable.

No. of
pain

Dc rea per loop
mi at 88* F.

Wire or cable (ohms)

Field Wire WD-1/TT 1 220

Rubber-covered cable:

Telephone Cable CX- 5 92 (17.4 per

162/G 100 ft)

Spiral-four cable:*

Cable Assembly CX- 2 86.6t> (21.65

1065/G (approx. %-mi per %-mi.)

(1280 to 1360-ft)

lengths).

Telephone Cable Assembly 2 86.6 (1.64 per

CX-1606/G (100 ft 100 ft)

lengths).

Telephone Cable Assembly 2 86.6 (.2 per

CX-1512/U (12 ft 12 ft)

stub).

a Issued only at part of cable assemblies.

* Resistance without loading. Resistance per loop mile Is 92.6

ohnu when loaded at 14-mile intervals with Telephone Loading; Coll

Assembly CU-260/G (1.5 ohms, 6-milliheavies each coil).

b. Lead-covered Cable.

Dc res per loop
mi at 88' F.

(ohms)Cable

No. of
pairs

19-gage conductors:

Cable WC-401 11 92

Cable WC-404 26 92

Cable WC-407 51 92

Cable WC-409 101 92

Cable WC-462 202 92

Cable WC-453 303 92

Cable WC-454 404 92

22-gage conductors :

Cable WC-411 11 184

Cable WC-414 26 184

Cable WC-417 51 184

Cable WC-419 101 184

Cable WCM21 202 184

Cable WC-125 404 184

Cable WC-429 606 184

Cable WM-12/U 909 184

24-gage conductors :

Cable WC-447 11 290

Cable WC-149 26 290

Cable WC-450 51 290

Cable WM-13/U 101 290

Cable WM-14/U 202 290

Cable WM-91/U 404 290

Cable WM-92/U 606 290

Cable WM-93/U 909 290

Cable WM-34/U 1212 290
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c. Open Wire.

Do ret par loop
ml at M' F.

(okas)
Gam Dia

Win Material (AWQ)a On.)

Type numbered wire :

Wire W-2 Soft copper 14 .080 17

Wire W-146 Galvanised steel 12 (BWG)b .088 76

WireW-168 Copper coated steel 12 .080 42

Wire WS-9/U Copper coated steel 6 .162 10.6

Nontype numbered wire:

Wire, #12 NBS' Copper coated steel •••• .104 24.8

Wire, #10 NBS Copper coated steel 8 .128 16.6

Wire, #10 NBS Hard drawn copper 8 .128 6.9

Wire, #8 NBS Hard drawn copper 6 .162 4.84

• American Wire Gam.

» Birmingham Wire Gam.

• New Brltiah Standard.

34. Use of Test S«t as Resistance Box

The four resistance decades may be used

as a resistance box, adjustable in 1-ohm steps

from 0 to 10,110 ohms. Use binding posts

Rh and X2 as connection points. When used

as a resistance box, the current must be lim

ited to prevent damage to the resistors. The

maximum current is determined by the high

est decade dial used. The maximum current

values are:

a. Units dial used only (tens,

hundreds, and thousands

dials at zero) 5 ampere.

b. Tens dial used (hundreds,

and thousands dials at zero) .. .16 ampere.

c. Hundreds dial used (thou

sands dial at zero) 05 ampere.

d. Thousands dial used 016 ampere.
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CHAPTER 3

ORGANIZATIONAL MAINTENANCE

Section I. ORGANIZATIONAL TOOLS,

35. Organizational Tools and Maintenance

Materials

The following tools and maintenance ma

terials are required for organizational main

tenance :

a. Pliers TL-103 (diagonal cutting).

6. Pliers TL-126 (chain nose).

c. Screwdriver TL-459/U.

d. Soldering Iron TL-117.

e. Cleaning cloth.

MATERIALS AND TEST EQUIPMENT

/. Cleaning Compound (Federal Stock No.

7930-395-9542).

g. Petrolatum, technical (Federal Stock No.

9150-250-0930, 4-oz. tube).

36. Organizational Test Equipment

The only test equipment required for organi

zational maintenance is Multimeter ME-77/U

or equivalent, such as Multimeter TS-297/U

(TM 11-5500). This equipment is used for

making continuity tests and dc voltage tests.

Section II. PREVENTIVE MAINTE

37. Daily and Weekly Preventive

Maintenance

Use DA Form 11-238 (fig. 13) in accord

ance with the instructions on the back of the

form when performing daily and weekly main

tenance. Items not applicable to the test set

are lined out.

38. Monthly Preventive Maintenance

Use DA Form 11-239 (fig. 14) when per

forming monthly maintenance. Items not ap

plicable to the test set are lined out. Remove

the screw in each corner of the panel and

lift the panel from the carrying case to per

mit inspection and cleaning of the test set

interior. Examine the contact surfaces of the

five dial switches carefully. If dirty, wipe

the surfaces clean with a cloth slightly moist

ened with cleaning compound and wipe dry.

Apply a light coat of petrolatum on the switch

contact surfaces, and wipe the surfaces slightly

with a clean cloth to leave a very thin film

LNCE AND TROUBLESHOOTING

of lubricant on the surfaces. Replace the

panel in the carrying case and check for nor

mal operation (item 6).

Warning: Cleaning compound is flammable

and its fumes are toxic. Do not use near a

flame and be sure adequate ventilation is pro

vided.

Note. On the ZM-4A/U the brass screws in the upper

left and upper right corners of the test set panel are

used to connect the panel components to the batteries

in the case. Never replace these brass screws with steel

screws. The use of steel screws will result in inaccurate

readings.

39. Organizational Troubleshooting

Troubleshooting at organizational level is

limited to the location and correction of faulty

wiring (loose connections, broken leads, etc.)

and the replacement of only those parts au

thorized the using organization. Use the equip

ment performance checklist (par. 40) to check

the test set.

38
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40. Equipment Performance Check List

Step Item Action Normal Indication Corrective action

p 1 Galvanometer Adjust (par. 10a). Pointer balances at center Field maintenance

R of scale. required.

E 2 Power Connect for desired

P type of power

A source (par. 11

R and 12).

A 3 GA switch Move to RVM.

T 4 RES-VAR-MUR Move to RES.

0 switch

R

Y

5 MULTIPLY BY dial Move to 1.

1

6 Units, hundreds, and Move to 0.

thousands decade

dials.

7 Tens decade dial Move to 5.

8 Line binding posts Connectjuniper across

Xl and X2. Xl and X2.

E 9 GA SENS .01 switch Press and release Pointer deflects to left and If pointer deflects to

Q immediately. returns to zero. right, reverse polar

u ity of power.

I Pointer does not move. With internal power,

p check batteries and

M replace if necessary.

E With external power,

N check power source.

T If power source is cor

rect, check for open

P circuit (caution,

E par. 11).

R 10 Line binding posts Remove jumper (8 Sum of decade dial positions Check for dirty con

F Xl and X2. above). Connect equal to value of resistance tact surfaces on dial

0 known resistance connected to Xl and X2. switches. Clean

R across X1 and X2. (par. 87) if dirty.

M Balance bridge Check for contact be

A (par. 14). tween wipers and

N contact surfaces of

C dial switches, if not

E in contact, field

maintenance is

required.
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CHAPTER 4

THEORY

41. Basic Bridge Circuit

The basic circuit of the test set is a bridge

network (fig. 15), commonly referred to as a

Wheatstone bridge circuit. This circuit per

mits extremely accurate measurement of re

sistance. Resistors A and B are referred to

as the ratio arms of the bridge. Their rela

tionship to each other is variable in eight steps

from 100/1 to 1/1,000 and is controlled by

the positioning of a rotary switch. Resistor

R represents a known resistance, adjustable

in 1-ohm steps from 0 to 10,110 ohms. The

resistance to be measured (X) is connected

between points d and e. The resistance of the R

arm is adjusted until the galvanometer pointer

is at midscale. Under this condition, the volt

age at points e and f are equal, no current

flows through the galvanometer, and the ratio

A/B is equal to X/R. The unknown resist

ance (X) is equal to A/B X R.

Example: An unknown /resistance is con

nected to points d and e, the A/B ratio switch

is set at 1/10, and the galvanometer reads

zero when the R arm is adjusted to 4,327.

The unknown resistance value is computed as

follows :

A

X - - x R

B

1

- — x 4,327

10

= 432.7 ohms

42. Loop Test Circuits

Simplified schematic diagrams and circuit

details of the regular Varley, three-Varley,

Murray, and Hilborn loop tests are described

in a through d below. Refer to the complete

schematic diagram (fig. 21) for additional cir

cuit switching information.

 

TM20I9-I5

Figure IS. Basic bridge circuit.

a. Regular Varley Loop Test Circuit (fig.

16).

(1) Basic equation:

A Rg + i?6 — Xa

B R + Xa

(2) The equation used to determine the re

sistance from test point to fault (X,)

equals :

rB - AR

Xa <= , where r equals Rt

A + B + Rb (loop resistance)

(3) The equation used to determine resist

ance from far end to fault (Xb)

equals :

A (R + Rb) - BR,

Xb =

A + B
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TMa0l9-l6

Figure 16. Regular Varley loop test circuit, simplified schematic diagram.

b. Three-Varley Loop Test Circuit.

(1) Varley 1 test (A, fig. 17), basic equa

tion:

A

B

(2) Varley 2 test (B, fig. 17), basic equa

tion:

A

B

Rt + Xb

Xa + Rt

(3) Varley 3 test (C, fig. 17), basic equa

tion:

A

B

R, + Rb

R*

(4) The equation used to determine the

resistance (XJ between the test point

and the fault

X. X (B, - B.)

A + B

Note. This equation is derived from the ba

sic equation of the Varley 2 test ((2)

above) substituting R,, — Xb for Xa (B,

fig. 17), and using the basic equation of the

Varley 1 test ((1) above) to obtain the

substitute BRf— ARl for Rb.

A

(6) The equation used to determine the

resistance (R„) of the full length of

the faulty wire

A A

B

x (B, - B.)

A + B

Note. This equation is derived from the

basic equation of the Varley 3 test ((8)

above) and using the basic equation of the

Varley 1 test ((1) above) to obtain the sub

stitute, ARt + ARlt for Rr

B

Xa = X (Rt - Rt)

A + B

Note. This equation is derived from the

basic equation of the Varley 2 test ((2)

above), substituting — X, for Xb (B,

(fig. 17), and using the basic equation of

the Varley S test ( (8) above) to obtain the

substitute AR, for Rt + Rb.

(5) The equation used to determine the

resistance (Xb) between the far end

and the fault

j. Murray Loop Test Circut (fig. 18).

(1) Basic equation:

A r — Xa

B " X.

where r - R, + X» + Xb.

(2) The equation used to determine the

resistance (X.) from the test point

to the fault is—

Rr

R + A
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C. VARLEY 3 TEST TM20I9-I7

Figure 17. Three-Varley loop test circuits, amplified schematic diagram.



TM20I9-I8

Figure 18. Murray loop test circuit, simplified schematic diagram.

d. Hilhorn Loop Test Circuit (fig. 19).

(1) Basic equation:

A + R, Xb

™ where Xa = Rt — Xb

R Xa

(2) The equation used to determine the

resistance (Xb) from the far end to

the fault is—

A + R,

X0 = X Rb

A + R, + R

43. Test Circuit for Location of Opens

The capacitance tests for location of opens

is based on the fact that any two parallel

wires and the insulating material between

them form a capacitor. Figure 20 is a sim

plified schematic diagram of the test arrange

ment. The galvanometer of the test set is

disconnected and replaced by a telephone re

ceiver. A source of test tone is used to power

the test circuit. The B ratio arm of the pre

ceding tests (fig. 15) is replaced by the dec

ade dials (R). The A arm is set at either

1000, 100, or 10 as desired. Capacitors C1

and C2 form the remaining two arms of the

bridge. These capacitors represent the ca

pacitance between adjacent conductors, between

a conductor and ground, or of an external

capacitor, depending on the test connections

(par. 23 and 24). The ratio of A to R is

varied by adjustment of the decade dials until

a minimum of tone is heard in the receiver,

indicating the bridge is balanced. When the

bridge is balanced, A divided by R is equal

to C2 divided by C1. The formulas for com

puting the distance to an open vary with the

type of capacitor test used (par. 23 and 24).

44. Galvanometer Sensitivity Circuit

(fig. 21)

Resistors Rl, R2, and R3 and switches S7,

S8, and S9 permit the selection of three de

grees of galvanometer sensitivity. For mini

mum sensitivity, S9 (GA SENS .01) is pressed.

A parallel circuit is completed consisting of

Rl (40 ohms) in parallel with the galvan

ometer, R2 (360 ohms), and R3 (3,600 ohms).

For medium sensitivity, S8 (GA SENS .1)

is pressed, increasing the shunt around the

meter to 400 ohms (Rl plus R2) and includ

ing only R3 (3,600 ohms) in series with the

galvanometer. For maximum sensitivity, S7

(GA SENS 1) is pressed. The shunt is in

creased to 4,000 ohms (Rl, R2, and R3), and

no resistor is in series with the galvanometer.
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TM20I9-I9

Figure 19. Hilborn loop test circuit, schematic diagram.

 

TM20I9-20

Figure £0. Capacitance test for open circuit, simplified schematic diagram.
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NOTES:

SWITCHES SI THRU Sll SET TOR

UREMENT OF UNKNOWN RESISTANCE

USING INTERNAL BATTERY.

NOICATES EQUIPMENT MARIONS.

RESISTANCES ARE IN OHMS.

RESISTORS RI6 THRU Rt4 ARC

,000 OHMS EACH

5 RESISTORS RS THRU RI8 ARE

I00 OHMS EACH

RESISTORS R2S THRU RS4 ARE

I OHM EACH.

RESISTORS RSS THRU R44 ARE

I0 OHMS EACH.

IN THE I-49-S AND ZM-4A/U, Rl IS

SO OHMS, R2 IS 450 OHMS AND RS

IS 4,500 OHMS.

TMtCHS-SO
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CHAPTER 5

FIELD AND DEPOT MAINTENANCE

Section I. TOOLS AND TEST EQUIPMENT

45. Tools

The following tools are required for field

and depot maintenance:

a. Pliers TL-13-A (6-inch side cutters).

b. Pliers TL-103 (5-inch diagonal cutting),

c Pliers TL-126 (6-inch chain nose).

d. Screwdriver TL-459/U (%- by .050-inch

tip).

e. Screwdriver TL-358/U (1/4- by .037-inch

tip).

/. Socket wrench, 5/16-inch hexagonal screw

driver handle.

g. Socket wrench, %-inch hexagonal screw

driver handle.

h. Socket wrench, 7/16-inch hexagonal screw

driver handle.

t. Soldering aid tool (CBS Hytron or equal).

j. Soldering Iron TL-117 (85 watts or less).

46. Test Equipment

a. Third Echelon. The only test equipment

required for third echelon maintenance is Mul

timeter ME-77/U. It is used for testing the

continuity of the circuits in the test set. If

Multimeter ME-77/U is not available, use an

equivalent substitute such as Multimeter TS-

297/U (TM 11-5500) or Multimeter TS-352/U

(TM 11-5527).

b. Fourth Echelon and Depot.

(1) Laboratory Standards AN/URM-2

Fed stock No. 6625-188-5850).

(2) Resistor, 1,000 ohms, ±.1 percent

Fed stock No. 5905-198-6305).

(3) Resistor, 1 megohm, ±.1 percent

(Fed stock No. 5905-407-0856).

(4) Decade Resistor TS-679/U (TM 11-

5520).

Section II. TROUBLESHOOTING AND REPAIR

47. Troubleshooting Procedure

Prepare the test set for operation (par. 10).

During preparation, if the position of the

galvanometer is not adjustable to midpoint on

the scale, replace the galvanometer. Connect

a resistor of known value to line binding posts

X1 and X2 and measure its resistance (par.

14) . Use the troubleshooting chart (par. 48)

to locate and correct faults.

48. Troubleshooting Chart

Symptom PoMlble trouble Remedy

Galvanometer does not move from

midpoint of scale regardless of

which GA SENS switch is de

pressed.

Galvanometer screw (S12) not

screwed in tightly.

Tighten galvanometer screw (fig. 3).

Defective RES-VAR-MUR switch

(S6).

Clean, adjust, or replace S6 as

Defective GA switch (S10).

necessary.

Clean, adjust, or replace S10 as

Galvanometer seems to operate prop

erly when GA SENS .1 and 1

switches are pressed. Makes no

Open in galvanometer coil.

Defective GA SENS .01 switch S9.

necessary.

Replace galvanometer.

Clean, adjust, or replace S9, as

necessary.
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Powibta troubla

movement when GA SENS .01

■witch ia prened (bridge not in

perfect balance).

Galvanometer operate! properly when

GA SENS 1 twitch is pressed.

Makes no movement when either

GA SENS .01 or .1 switch is pressed

(bridge not in perfect balance).

Erratic movement of galvanometer

pointer.

Bridge will not balance. As decade

dials are rotated slowly, galvanom

eter remains motionless and deflects

suddenly as a decade dial is moved

to the next position.

High-resistance reading when meas

uring value of known resistance.

Symptom

Open in resistor R2.

Open in resistor R3.

Dirty contacts or weak contact

springs in GA switch, GA SENS

.01, .1, or 1 switch, or RES-VAR-

MUR switch.

Dirt on contact surfaces or rotary

switches.

Open resistor in decade.

Shorted resistor in decade.

Replace R2.

Replace R8.

Tap each switch lightly to localize

trouble. Clean and adjust switch

contacts as necessary.

Clean and lubricate (par. 38).

Replace switch if badly scored.

Replace resistor.

Remove short. Replace resistor if

short is internal.

49. Removal and Replacement of Parts

Most components of the test set can be

removed and replaced easily. When replac

ing components, refer to the wiring diagram

(figs. 24 and 25) to check the wiring con

nections. Removal and replacement instruc

tions for parts not easily replaced are as fol

lows:

a. Rotary Switch and Resistor Assemblies.

(1) ZM-UA/U, 1-49, and I-49-B (figs.

3 and 22).

(a) Unsolder the leads connected to the

assembly. Remove the cotter pin

and wiper from the shaft and pull

the dial and shaft from the test

set. Catch the ball detent and

spring normally held captive be

neath the dial.

Note. A solder connection bonds the

wiper of some test sets to the ratio switch

shaft Unsolder this connection before

removing the dial and shaft.

(6) Remove the two screws and lock-

washers that fasten the complete

assembly to the panel and remove

the assembly.

(c) To replace any resistor in the as

sembly, remove the three flathead

screws that attach the contact

wafer to the center portion of the

switch and lift the wafer and at

tached resistors from the switch.

Replace the faulty resistor and re

assemble the resistor group by re

versing the disassembly procedure.

(d) Install the reassembled switch and

resistor assembly on the test set

by reversing the removal procedure.

(2) ZU-UB/V and 1-U9-A (figs. 1 and

23).

(a) Unsolder the leads connected to

the switch and resistor assembly.

Loosen the dial setscrew and pull

the dial from the shaft. Unscrew

the nut that holds the assembly to

the test set panel and remove the

assembly from the panel.

(b) To replace any resistor in the as

sembly, unsolder and lift it from

the locating post. Install the new

resistor on the post and solder it

to the wafer contact.

(c) Install the switch and resistor as

sembly on the test set by reversing

the removal procedure.
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Figure 22. Resistance Bridge ZM-iA/U, bottom view.

b. Galvanometer (AU Models).

(1) Remove the galvanometer screw and

the slotted screw from the left side

of the galvanometer (fig. 3).

(2) Lift the galvanometer straight up

from the test set panel. No leads

are attached to the galvanometer and

it can be lifted free.

(3) Install the new galvanometer by re

versing the removal procedure. No

leads need be attached to the gal

vanometer as the two screws ((1)

above) are used to connect the gal

vanometer coil to the circuitry of the

test set.

50. Switch Adjustments

The spring switches in the test set must

meet the requirements specified below. Use

appropriate spring bending tools to bend the

springs to meet the requirements.

a. GA SENS Switches.. The switches used

for GA SENS switches S7, S8, and S9 (figs.

22 and 23) vary from model to model, but all

are the plunger type with spring contacts.

The contacts of all must be open when the

plunger is fully released. As the plunger is

depressed slowly, the pair of contacts in the

battery circuit must close first. Continued

downward movement of the plunger must then

close the pair of contacts in the galvanometer

circuit. After the second pair of contacts is

closed, spring follow must be perceptible as

the plunger is moved to the fully depressed

position.

6. BA and GA Switches. The type of switch

TAGO 2S21A
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Figure 23. Resistance Bridge ZM-4B/U, bottom view.

used for BA switch Sll and GA switch S10

(figs. 22 and 23) varies from model to model

but all are two-position rotary plunger type

with spring contacts. As the plunger is ro

tated clockwise, a camming surface moves the

plunger downward until it is held latched in

the fully downward position. The contacts

must be open when the GA switch is in the

HIL position (released) and the BA switch

is in the EXT position. As the GA switch is

moved toward the RVM position and the BA

switch is moved toward the INT position, the

contacts must close with perceptible spring fol

low until the switches are latched in the fully

clockwise position.

c. Wipers of Rotary Switches. As the switch

dial is rotated slowly, each of the wiper springs

must come in firm contact with each contact

surface on the switch. Remove the wiper from

the shaft and bend the wiper springs to meet

the requirements.

51. Purpose of Final Testing

The repaired test set must be tested thor

oughly to insure that it meets the performance

standards required of new equipment. Use the

tests described in this section to measure the

performance of a repaired test set. The test

data is applicable at 68° F.

Section III. FINAL TESTING

and the GA switch to RVM.

b. Connect a source of i1/* volts dc in series

with the 1-megohm resistor and connect both

across line binding posts XI and X2.

c. Depress the GA SENS 1 switch. The gal

vanometer must deflect at least three divisions

of the scale (3 millimeters).

52. Galvanometer Test

Test the galvanometer as follows:

a. Set the RES-VAR-MUR switch to MUR

53. Test of Decades and Multiplier

Resistors

Test the operation of the test set at each
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of the MULTIPLY BY dial positions listed

in the table in d below.

o. Set the RES-VAR-MUR switch to RES,

the BA switch to EXT, and the GA switch to

RVM. Connect a source of 45 volts dc to

binding posts BA— and BA+.

b. Position the MULTIPLY BY dial as in-

54. Murray Circuit Test

(ng. 26)

Use the following procedure to test the op

eration of the test set arranged for Murray

teats (MULTIPLY BY dial at M 1000, M 100,

and M 10).

a. Set the RES-VAR-MUR switch to MUR,

the BA switch to EXT, and the GA switch to

RVM.

6. Connect a source of 45 volts dc to bind

ing posts BA— and BA-)-.

c. Connect one side of Decade Resistor TS-

679/U to line binding post X2 and the other

side to a 1,000-ohm resistor. Connect the other

side of the resistor to line binding post X1.

d. Connect the GR binding post to the junc

tion of the 1,000-ohm resistor and the TS-

679/U.

dicated for the desired test.

c. Connect the proper standard resistor from

the AN/URM-2 across line binding posts- X1

and X2.

d. Balance the bridge by using the decade

positioning pattern indicated for the test. The

resistance measurement for each test must not

exceed the tolerance specified in the table.

(ohms)

B»

±1.6

±1.6

±1.6

±13.5

±6

±14

±1*

±1*

e. Position the MULTIPLY BY dial and the

decade dials of the set under test as indicated

in the table in / below.

/. Adjust the dials of the TS-679/U to bal

ance the bridge. The resistance reading of

the TS-679/U must equal 1,000 ohms within

the tolerances specified in the table.

Murray circuit test table

Sum of tot tert
decade dial settln«s

(ohm.)

ToUranea (ohm.,

Settina of MULTI-
PI* BY dial B»

M 10 10 2.6 1.6

M 100 100 2.6 1.5

M 1000 1000 2.5 1.6

■ Tolerance for all test act. except thoee purchased on Order. No.

SS68-Phlla-S2 and Order No. 257S8-Phlla-SS.
* Tolerance, for Keeltfance Bridge Z*-«/C purchased on Order.

No. SSM-Phlla-52 and Order No. 2S7M-Phlla-SS.

53

Decades and multiplier relator t**t table.

Standard
resistor used

(ohms)

Approx decade dial
positions

Tolerance

Setting of
MULTIPLY BY dial

1,000 100 10 1 A«

100 1,000 0 0 0 10 ±2.5

1

10 1,000 0 0 10 0 ±2.5

T

1 1,000 0 10 0 0 ±2.5

T~

1 9,000 9 0 0 0 ±22.5

1

1 1,000 4 0 0 0 ±10

T

1 1,000 9 0 0 0 ±22

9

1 900 9 0 0 0 ±22

10

1 90 9 0 0 0 ±22

100

• Tolerance, for all test set. except those purchased on Order No. MS8-P-52 and Order No. 237S8-P-82.

• Toleranoaa for RaalsUnca Bridie ZM-4B/U purchased on Order. No. 88o8-Phll»-52 and Order No. 27SS8-Phlla-»S.
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Figure t6. Test arrangement for Murray circuit tett.
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CHAPTER 6

SHIPMENT AND LIMITED STORAGE AND DEMOLITION TO PREVENT

ENEMY USE

55. Repackaging for Shipment and

Limited Storage

The exact procedure for repackaging de

pends on the material available and the con

ditions under which the equipment is to be

shipped or stored. Repackaging should be as

similar as possible to the original packaging

(fig. 2).

a. Preparation. Prepare the test set for ship

ment or storage as follows:

(1) Move the pointer lock of the galvan

ometer to the LOCK or CLAMP po

sition.

(2) Remove the batteries (par. 11).

(S) Set the RES-VAR-MUR switch to

VAR, the BA switch to EXT, and

the GA switch to HIL.

(4) Check to be sure the battery com

partment screws and the mounting

screw in each corner of the panel

are tight.

b. Material Requirements. The following

materials are required for repackaging the

test set. For stock numbers of materials, refer

to SB 88-100, Preservation, Packaging, and

Packing Materials, Supplies, and Equipment

Used in the Army.

Material

Corrugated paper (flexible, tingle-face) 20sqft

Gummed paper tape 10 ft

Waterproof paper 20 so. ft

Waterproof tape (pressure-aenaitive) 6 ft

Wooden packing case (inside dimensions 1

10 in. by 9 in. by 8 in.)

c. Packaging.

(1) Wrap each test set with corrugated

paper and secure the wrap with

gummed paper tape.

(2) Wrap the technical manuals in water

proof paper and seal the package with

waterproof tape.

d. Packing.

(1) Use waterproof paper and waterproof

tape to make a liner for the wooden

packing case. Insert the liner in the

case and place several layers of cor

rugated paper in the bottom of the

liner.

(2) Place the packaged test set in the

liner and cushion the test set firmly

on all sides with pads of corrugated

paper.

(8) Close the waterproof liner and seal

it with waterproof tape.

(4) Use waterproof tape to fasten the

technical manual package to the. top

of the sealed waterproof liner.

(5) Fill the space between the top of the

technical manual package and the top

of the wooden case with layers of

corrugated paper. Nail the top to

the wooden case.

(6) Mark the sealed case as described in

Military Standard MIL-129, Marking

for Shipment and Storage.

56. Demolition

Demolition of the test set will be accom

plished only upon the order of the commander.

Use the following methods to demolish the test

set:

a. Smash. Use a sledge, pickaxe, or other

heavy tool to smash the panel, galvanometer,

resistors, switches, and binding posts.

b. Burn. Saturate the test set and technical

manuals with any available flammable mate

rial such as gasoline or kerosene and ignite it.

c. Dispose. Throw the demolished test set

into any nearby body of water. If time per

mits, and no body of water is available, bury

the test set
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[AG 413.6 4 Oct 57)]

By Order of the Secretaries of the Army and the Air Force:

Official :

HERBERT M. JONES,

Major General, United States Army,

The Adjutant General.

Official:

J. L. TARR

Colonel, United States Air Force,

Air Adjutant General.

MAXWELL D. TAYLOR,

General, United States Army,

Chief of Staff.

THOMAS D. WHITE

Chief of Staff, United States Air Force.

Distribution:

Active Army:

ASA WRAMC 6-200

CNGB Fitzsimons AH 6-225

Technical Stf, DA William Beaumont AH 6-226

Technical Stf Bd AFIP 6-300

USA Arty Bd AMS 6-315

USA Armor Bd Port of Emb (OS) 6-316

USA Inf Bd Trans Terminal Comd 6-575

USA Air Def Bd Army Terminals 6-577

USA Abn & Elct Bd OS Sup Agcy 11-7

USA Avn Bd USA Sig Eqp Spt Agcy 11-15

USA Armor Bd Test Sec USA Sig Pub Agcy 11-16

USA Air Def Bd Test Sec USA Sig Comm Engr Agcy 11-25

USA Arctic Test Bd USA Comm Agcy 11-27

USCONARC TASSA 11-57

US ARADCOM USA White Sands Sig Agcy 11-95

OS Maj Comd Yuma Test Sta 11-98

MDW USA Elct PG 11-127

Armies Dugway PG 11-128

Corps Sig Fid Maint Shops 11-500 (AA-AE)

Div Redstone Arsenal 11-537

USTC Frankford Arsenal 11-557

Ft & Camp Red River Arsenal 11-587

USMA Raritan Arsenal 11-592

Svc Colleges Sig Lab 11-597

Br Svc Sch Mil Dist 20-300

Gen Depots JBUSMC 32-55

Sig Sec, Gen Depots Units org under fol TOE : 32-56

Sig Depots 5-278 32-500

Fid Comd, AFSWP 6-100 55-225

Engr Maint Cen 6-125 55-227

Army Pictorial Cen 6-126

NG : State AG ; units—same as Active Army.

USAR : None.

For explanation of abbreviations used, see AR 320-50.
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